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Th Memphis Branch of the NAACP
was quite busy during the month of
February as revealed by their monthly
report, released by Maxine A. Smith,
executive secretary.
The report, dated, Feb. 3 to March
2, 1971, shows that as a result of a meet-
ing held with parents of Avon and Shef-
field students and presentation of griev-
ances to the board of education at its
regular Meeting, the follbsZing steps
have been taken.
(1) School officials have met with
black and white parents in an effort to
solve community problems.
(2) School officials have met with min-
isters from seven churches in the area
seeking their influence in solving com-
munity problems.
(3) Assignment of additional adminis-
trative personnel, including two blacks,
to the school.
(4) Meeting of board officials with
school administrative personnel and sec-
retarial force.
(5) Meeting of an equal number of
black and white student representatives
to assess student problems and re-
actions.
051 Report by parents that principal
is now far more available.
Still in the education area are reports
that said the president of Memphis State
university has been contacted relative to
the lack of employment opportunity for
blacks at Memphis state. Request was
made for a report that would reflect the
quality and quantity of black employ-
menb which is known to be token and for






A mother and her
four children were
burned to death here
Sunday in a spectacu-
lar blaze which en-
gulfed their frame





ranging in ages from
6 months to 4 years
old. They were Darren, 4. James, 3,
Jeanette, 2, and Tony, 6 months.
According to Fire Marshall Duance
Mallery, the cause of the blaze was un-
known. Apparently though, they didn't
have a chance once the fire got under-
way. He also said that the fire was
largely contained in two front rooms—
a bed-room and a small livingroom.
Mrs. Howard and her three oldest
children were found in a western bed-
room, while the youngest was found on
a couch in the living room.
R. J. Hodge, Mrs. Howard's husband,
told fire officials that they left the house
at 9 a. m. His wife was still in bed and
the children were playing in the living
room.
It was 10 a. m. when he reportedly
saw flames coming from the home. By
that time, however Hodges said it was
too late to save his family.
There was no estimate of the damage
to home and fire officials are still in-
vestigating the cause of the fire.
Kennedy Demos
meet Monday
The Kennedy Democratic Organi-
zation will meet Monday night, March
IS, at R p.m. at the St. Anthony Catho-
lic Center, 1100 Vollintine.
The speaker will be Judge Otis
Higgs who will speak on Polities Unity.
The president Charlie Morris is
asking all members to be present.
The public Is cordlnally Invited.
"The South's Independent Weekly"
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He's fast on the draw . . .
WICHITA — Cleveland's Mayor Carl Stokes seems very pleased
with his "marksmanship" victory over Wichita's Mayor A. Price
Woodard in an old western type shootout in Wichita's "cowtown"
park. The two mayors started back to back, then took ten paces,
turned and fired. Mayor Stokes turned on the ninth pace however,
and won the contest by "shooting" Mayor Woodard in the back




The Policy Advisory Committee of
the Early Childhood Development (ECD)
Program and the interim volunteers of
the Brunswick Head Start Center will be
recipients of the Memphis Urban
League's Community Service Award for
1971.
The awards will be given at the An-
nual Dinner Meeting of the Memphis
Urban League Wednesday, March 10,
1971. 6 p.m. at the Chisca Plaza Hotel
Ballroom.
The Policy Advisory Committee was
chosen as a result of its relentless pur-
suit to re-open seven of the eight ECD
Centers which were closed on Oct. 31,
1970.
This cpmmittee aggressively sought
the support of both the Shelby County
Court and the Memphis City Council
and visited officials of the Dept. of
Health, Education and Welfare in an ef-
fort to restore a quality program to
Memphis and Shelby County under t h e
interim leadership of Mrs. Jeanne Drei-
fus.
The volunteers of t h e Brunswick
Center will be cited for continuing to
provide pre-school experiences, despite
cut-off of funds. The staff continued to
work in a volunteer basis and enlisted
the help of other concerned citizens.
"When cash contributions came in on
a small scale, they were used to pay the
bills for utilities, milk, food and other
supplies," noted Mrs. Priscilla Smit h,
head teacher at the Brunswick Center.
Featured speaker for the occasion
will be former Governor Winthrop P.
Rockefeller of Arkansas, also a former
member of the Board of the National
Urban League and chairman of its Com-
merce and Industry Council.
Reservations for the Dinner M e e t-
ing can be obtained at the Memphis Ur-
ban League, 546 Beale St., or by calling
527-8302.
JUGS. Charity ball
set for March 26
The Memphis Chapter of JUGS.,
Inc. will present its 17th annual Charity
Ball, Friday night, March 26 at the Holi-
day Inn-Rivermont.
The theme of the ball is "Getting It
All Together.
The ball will feature "living ads" and
will benefit Goodwill Homes for C h I 1-
dren. ,
Serving as commentators for t h e
ball will be Robert "Honeyboy" Thomas,
and Audrey Smaltz Hughe s, brilliant
commentator for the Ebony Fashion
Fair.
Bids to the formal ball may be se-
cured from any member of JUGS.
Emphasis is being placed on the
guests to the ball to ."express t h e m-
selves." and long and short formal
gowns, formal pants suits and 'the latest
in fashion, formal gaucho pants and hot
pants will be the other of the night.
Mrs. Norma Griffin is general
chairman of the ball. Mrs. Nedra
Smith is president.
Other J.U.G.S include Mrs. Longino
• Cooke. Marie Bradford, Mrs, Anderson
Bridges, Mrs. Horace Chandler, M r
Walter Evans, Mrs. John Johnson, Mrs.
William, Little, Mrs. Dolores Lewis, Mrs.
John Gordon, Mrs. O'Ferrell Nelso n,




Robert Patterson, 28, of 843 Haynes,
has been charged with the slaying of
Frank Maddox, 46, of 1541 Waverly.
Maddox died from a gun shot wound
in the left side of his head last Saturday
afternoon.
Maddox was reportedly riding in a
'car with Mrs. Annie Patterson, whom
members of her family say has been di-
vorced since January from the alleged
killer
According to reports Maddox pulled
up on the parking lot of the Orange
Mound motel at 724 Hanley when Pat-
terson attempted to stop Mrs. Patterson
and Maddox. The shooting is alleged to
.have taken place shortly after.
Police later found Maddox dead in
his car from a shot fired through his
windowi P-tterson was apprehended by








By FAITH C. CHRISTMAS
CHICAGO — Plans for a poor peo-
ple's march led by the symbolic mule
train through New York's Wall Street
business section on the third anniver-
sary of the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. were announced here
by the Rev. Ralph David Abernathy,
president of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.
The April demonstration is part of
SCLC's ''Spring Offensive," a protest
against repression, which may be follow-
ed by a march to the nation's Capitol,
Mr. Abernathy stated.
The SCLC head was in town to ad-
dress some 75 black businessmen at a
luncheon-meeting hosted by the Live
Wires, a women's group affiliated with
Operation Breadbasket. The meeting was
held in the 500 Room of the New Ro-
berts Motel at 63d and •S. Prairie ave.
The Rev. Mr. .Abernathy outlined
the Spring program in a news confer-
ence prior to the luncheon. He said mo-
bilization "against repression" will be-
gin in several states, in eluding Neva-
da. Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, Geor-
gia, New York Virginia, South a n d
North Carolina and Illinois.
Appearing fatigued and suffering
from a slight cold, the Rev. Mr. Aber-
nathy said he just broke a 10-day. fast.
"Because my staff asked me to end it."
However, he said he intends to re-
sume the fast during "mobilization of
the Spring demonstrations," and he will
move into a "hut" on property outside
his church in Atlanta to further drama-
tize SCLC's demands calling for more
T-S distributor
dies in car crash
Funeral services were held for, Mr.
Sam Hicks. 56, Tri - State Defender dis-
tributor, who died in an automobile acci-
dent last week.
Hicks who was killed on Feb. 28, liv-
ed at 1012 Palermo.
Eight other Memphians were injur-
ed, three requiring hospitalization, the
('Sr overturned shortly after noon on
Sunday on Interstate of west of Wheat-
ley.
Arkansas State Police said Mr. Hicks
was killed when the station wagon in
which he was a passenger overturned
after its left rear tire blew out. Mr.
Hicks was thrown from the car.
The accident apparently occurred
when the tire blew out and Mrs. Mar-
garet Graves, 48. driver of the car lost
control, state police said.
The injured included Mrs. Graves
and Henry Johnson, 83, of 864 Baltimore,
and Margaret Hicks, 17, of the Palermo
address.
Also in the car were -Camilla Hicks,
53, Linda Hicks, 13, and Mary Hicks, 18,
all of the Palermo address; Herbert
Graves, 65, of the 864 Baltimore and Syl-
vester Rook 52, of 1424 LeFlore. MR. HICKS AND FAMILY
Beginning of the end...
NEW YORK — With the tassels on his fancy. im-
ported hoots flying, Muhammad All's dream of
regaining his world heavyweight title comes to
jobs, a liveable welfare income, politi-
cal and legal justice for the black and
poor and an end to the war.
Accompanying the ACLC president
in the meeting was the Rev. Calvin S.
Morris, acting national director , of
Operation Breadbasket. The Rev. Jesse
I.. Jackson, on leave during his efforts
to get on the April 6 mayoral ballot as
an independent candidate, was report-
ed in California Monday and was not
expected back until Tuesday.
During the news conference, t h e
Rev. Mr. Abernathy was asked about
rumors of a split between him and the
Rev. Mr. Jackson, generated largely by
a downtown newspaper report last week.
''Jesse asked for and was granted
a leave and has my prayers. I would
be delighted to see him as mayor be-
cause it would be the most revolutiona-
ry step in tearing down this whole un-
just system. But if he's not elected, then
I look forward to him returning to of-
fice and I'll be supporting him and he'll




Samuel L. Peace, Memphis Negro
real estate man, was indicted Tuesday
on four counts of giving false documents'
and entering a false signature on a sale
contract to the Veterans Administration.
The indictment, returned by a fed-
eral grand jury after an investigation,
stated that on April 28, 1967, the docu-
ments in question bore the false signa-
ture of a person named Minor Ford.
There was no indication as to whether
Ford really existed.
Peace. long time realtor in Mem-
phis, lives at 4819 Horn Lake rd. He
heads Peace Realty and Investment co.,
in Lake View Gardens.
There was no information as to when
Peace would have to appear before the
U.S. Commissioner in MemphiS although
it was expected that a warrant would
be issued for his arrest shortly.
Peace was no available for comment
when the Tri-State Defender tried to
contact his office.
an end in the 151h round as Joe Frazier's left
hook dumps him for an eight-count. Frazier won
a unanimous decision to retain the title.
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Organization of staff func-
tions of the Memphis Area
Chamber of Commerce under
sections on program de-
velopment a n d program
service, and creation of two
new positions of general
manager, were announced by
David W. Cooley chief exe-
cutive officer.
Appointed general man-
ager for program develop-
ment was Randall N. Con-
way, former manager of the
C h a iii b e r's Human Re-
sources Division. William
Boozer, administrative as-
sistant, was named general
manager of program service.
Clifford Stockton, associate
manager of the Human Re-
source's Division, succeeds
Conway as manager of that
department.
Named earlier as office
manager was Mrs. Louise
D. Little. who has been as-
sociated with the Chamber's
metropolitan affairs depart-
ment since serving with the
Memphis Se s quicentennial
staff during 196849.
Under the new organiza-
tion structure, much of the
Chamber's staff work will be
through task groups headed
hy task eo-ordinators who
will draw on specialized sup-
port from various depart-
ments in performance of
specific projects.
"We are excited about the
task group concept, which
has been proven successful
Stockton named to Chamber post
in many business," Cooley
said. "Management com-
mittees within the develop-
ment and service sections,
and a central management
committee composed cif the
chef executive, the two gene-
ral managers, the office ma-
nager and task co-ordinators,
will greatly tighten our or-
ganizational structure and
team approaches to all of our
activities."
In the program service





chanical and mailing depart.
ment, and special projects.
Under Conway's direction





politan affairs, and trade de-
velopment.
Conway joined the Mem-
phis Chamber in 1968 under
its new Greater Memphis
Program. He came here
from the Jacksonville, Fla.
Chamber, where he served
as manager of its Establish-
Mademoiselle luncheon
is set for March 27
Again mem hers and
friends of Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority are making
plans f or their annual
MADEMOISELLE LUNCH-
EON at the LUAU RES-
TAURANT, 3 1 35 Poplar,
Saturday. March 27, at
12 noon.
The Luau is noted for its
unique setting and deli-
cious food. Besides good
food there will be an elab-
orate display of talent
by the contestants who
are vying for the crown of
"MISS RHOMANIA."
There will also be lash-
iODS, some of which will
come from the UNIS OF
MEMPHIS DRESS SHOP
located in the Mein, Shop-
DAISY ..- Now Showing !!
ilk
COLoes
JAMES DARREN • BARBARA McNAIR
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ping Plaza at Danny Tho-
mas and Crump Blvd.
Miss Eunice Carnithers,
who is owner of this shop
and who is noted for her
unmatched style of narrating
will do the honors for her
sorority SIGMA GAMMA
RHO. Mrs. Denise Hawkins
who has done professional
modeling in New York City
o ill be one of the gut st
models.
The contestants and their
schools are: She relyn
Scott. Manassas High: Gail
Barnett, Mite hell high:
Queen Ester Brittmon, Mel-
ose high; Julett Whitaker,
Hamilton high: Ruby Sei-
ferth. Melose high; Emily
Holly. Belle rue Junior
high, Sharon Dogan. Car-
ver high, Cattle Smith,
Lincoln Junior high; Caron
Keys. Booker Washington
high; Regina Diane Wat-
kins, Ripley high in Rip-
ley. Tenn essee: Janice
Walker, White Station
high; Doris Thomas, Menu
phis State University
Sandra Cooley. Hamilton
high; Shara May, North
side high.
The talent of these young
ladies is tremedous. There
are those who sing, model.
blow saxophone, speak and
do d r a matte interpreta-
tions. There are a wide
range of hobbies among
the group — bowling, listen-
ing to music, sewing, skat-
ing along with many others.
Some of the committee
chairmen who are work-
ing strenuously to make
the affair a success; are.
Mrs. Bernice Fowler. pro-
gram; Mrs. Mar idelle
Adams, contestants: Mrs.
Marilee Scott, decorations;
Mrs. Eldora Amos, souvenir
booklet. Tickets can be pur-
chased from the ticket chair-
man, Mrs. Erma Jacox,
from the members of the




The B.H. Hinkley Company (Div. of Grolier Inc.) Proudly
extends an inv,tation to those who would like to train for
top money Sales &Management Positions. Must be neat
Agressive and serviceable Automobile. For further informa-
tion Write Mr. B. Green 3181 Poplar Suite', 100, Memphis,Tenn.
"Big enaugh to bowl like my daddy.
That's how big I want to be!"
He'll never need Wonder Bread
more than right now.
The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"— ages-1 through
1 2 —when a child reaches 9n of adult
height. Help your child by serving Wonder
Enriched Bread. Each slice supplies vitamins,










co-ordinator of the Mayor's
Employment Co mmi ttee,
and executive director of
Jobs for Jacksonville, a job
development and • training
program of .the Jacksonville
Chamber.
In Memphis he has work-
ed effectively with such
programs as the Memphis
Manpower Commission,
Greater Memphis Urban De-
velopment Corpor a lion,
Memphis Alliance of Com-
munity Organizations, Mi-
nority Enterprise Small Busi-
ness Investment Corporation
(MESBIC) and in creation of
other new job development
and human resources pro-
grams.
Conway is originally from
Rome, Ga. He was graduat-
ed front Georgia Tech with
a degree in industrial engi-
neering. He is married and
has four children.
Boozer joined the Chamber
staff in 1960 as public rela-
tions director, and has serv-
ed the past two years as ad-
ministrative assistant.
Before joining the Cham-
ber, he served 12 years
with The Commercial Ap-
peal. He was graduated
from Memphis State univer-
sity and received a master's
degree in journalism from
Columbia university. He is
a past president o'.the
STOCHTON
A pfsweadtiois.efrfriorimx/Idaitaf
American A s sociation of
Commerce Publications and
the Memphis Chapter of Pub-
lic Relatiens Society of
Arndrica. He is married and
has three children.
Stockton, a lifelong Mem-
phian, served as a Me -This
city school teacher and as
co-ordinator of the National
Alliance of Businessineo's
Jobs Program at Gold-
smith's before joining the
Chamber staff in January,
1969.
Since joining the Cham-
ber, he has served as staff
assistant to the Memphis di
Shelby County Human Re-
I a tions Commission, the
Memphis Employers' Merit
Employment sun., the Mem-
phis Alliance of Community
Organitations, and the
Volunteer Placement Pro.
gram. He was graduated
• from Tennessee State univer-
sity in 1954, and has done
graduate work there and at
Memphis State university.
He has served as presidenti
of the Memphis Distributive'
Education Association and
as secretary to West Ten.
nesser Distributive Educa-
tion Teachers. He is married
and has two children.
Mrs. Little is origiaally
from Aberdeen, Miss., and
has lived is Memphis Mort
than three years. Refine
joining the Sequicentenaial
staff in 1968, she served 10
Years on the staff of t h e
chairman of the Dept. of
Architecture at Yale ueiver.
sity, and sisrlidr for 11 yeere
as executive secretary of this
Connecticut BiglIding GB-
gress, also in New Haven,
Mrs. Little serves as a
volunteer with the Suicide
Prevention Service. Her les.
band, Alfred V. Little. le
direktor of technical MI*








E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.
Choir Rebus, Pulpit, Academic Gown
and Accessories
RENTAL ROSES AVAILABLE
Plus. Your Order Now
For Indh4shials And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRS
CUSTOM TAILORS
INC.
241 Vance Ave. JA mt.
H
Memphis, Timeasse
*roux dalmmy Maw Whitt llog Ask ler AM
















Call our expert carpet salesmen for profes-
sional advice on carpeting right in your own











Comp. at 4.97 sq. yd.
Trusted names, finest quality,
low pricee guarantee an extra
measure of carpet value at Wool.
co! Thrill to the beauty of lush
DuPont 501 (R) nylon ... it's a
wonder for wear! Naturally
moth-proof . . . cleans like a
dream. Eight fashion colors! Ex-
pert installation.
# SAY







1633 Se. thin, St. 3236 lockups' Ave
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NAREB MELTING — Officials of the Memphis chapter of
National assn. of Real Estate Brokers, Inc., are seen here
during a recent meeting at the Lorraine motel. From left
are Edward Davis of Edward Davis Really and Insurance
Agency, recently appointed to the Memphis Planning Com-
mission; John Bowdin, board member and agent with Adkins
Realty Company; Dais Suggs, broker with Pioneer Realty
co.; Samuel Peace, board member and broker with Peace
Realty company; Charles Lee of Atlanta, guest sneaker of
FHA Mortgage Properties Division; Lonnie Briscoe; Mem-
phis Planning Commission; Mrs. Myrtle J. Fisher, sales
manager with McFerren Realty Company; and Lewis Har-
ris, president of the chapter. In foreground is Miss Shirley
Peace, daughter of Samuel Peace. (MuChriston Photos)
Six-Week charm class
ends at Carnes school
"My Lady Beautiful"
was the theme of charm
course h e Id at Carnes
school. Mrs. RIMY Riles
a cosmetologist volunteered
her services on Tuesday
afternoons for six weeks to
conduct the course for
seventh and eighth grade
girls. The topics discussed
included posture, skin, hair.
cosmetics. hygiene, teeth
and nutrition. A hand-
book was made for each
girl to use to record notes




social graces. The gui-
dance counselors worked
cooperatively on the proj-
ect and the cosmetics
used during the courK
were provided by Mrs.
Hubert Menke, a member
of the Fund for Needy
School Children.
The .moject was cuhni





during w It ich the girls
dernonstrated w h at they
had learned. An original
song " S rn ii e Anytime,
LAND FOR SALE
In The Court Avenue III
Urban Renewal Area










Sealed bids will be accepted until 10 a.m., CST, April 15, 1971,
on one cleared parcel and part of another cleared parcel of land in
Block 4 of the Court Avenue III Urban Renewal Area, Project No.
Tenn. R-49. The parcels front on Adams Avenue on the north,
Neely Street on the east, and Jefferson Avenue on the south. Par-
cel 4-Al contains 61,278 square feet. and parcel 4-82 (part! con-
tains 30,525 square feet., subject to final survey of actual area to
be conveyed. Projected reuse is Neighborhood Commercial. The
established minimum price is $2.35 per square foot, although all
bids will be considered: Other items such as design, qualifications
and experience of redeveloper, .rnd growth potential will be con-
sidered in the selection of a developer as wch as the price offered.
A 10 per cent deposit of the price offered must accompany each
proposal in the form of a certified or cashier's check payable to
Memphis Housing Authority. Deposits will be refunded promptly
if the offer is not accepted.
Each offer should be accompanied by a scaled plan and front and
side elevations, and should include the approximate cost of con-
struction. Anticipated conveyance of the property to the success-
ful bidder will occur on April 1,1972.
The developer and his contractors must abide by all Federal
Equal Employment Opportunity Laws. Further, a statement must
be provided in which the developer agrees for itself, its successors
and assigns that during construction and thereafter the developer
and its successors and assigns shall include in all advertising for the
sale or rental of the property a statement to the effect that (a) the
property is open to all persons without discrimination on the basis
of race, color, religion. sex or national origin, and that (b) there
shall be no discrimination in public access and use of the property
to the extent that it is open io the public.
The Memphis HousingiAuthority reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and to -Waive any informality in bidding. Prospective
bidders arc urged to inspect plats at 700 Adams between 8:00
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday through Fridays, prior to bidding.





Telephone 5 2 6 6841
Post.Office Box 68
Memphis, Tennessee 38101
Anywhere" was w ritten
for the occasion by a teach-
er. Mr. William Fleming.
Every girl could readily
say the slogan of he
course which was that "a
beautiful lady walks as if
she is going somewhere,
sits like a lady, stands like
a model and has smile
power.
Mrs. " Riles • has received
numerous requests to per-




The Dahlia Charity and
Social Club is sponsoring
a trip to Hot Springs, Ark.,
by Greyhound bus, and it
will leave Friday night,
March 12, returning to the
city on Sunday afternoon
March 14.
For more information
about hotel • reservations,
call Mrs. Robert Reed, the
club's secretary, at 274-0663.
or Mrs. Cunningham at
942-1633.
2.2 enter Sweet heart contest
Mrs. Lillian Dunlap and
Mrs. Carolyn Mitchell
served as sponsors for the
Royal Sweethearts of the
Jubilee.
Twenty-two lovely teen-
agers participated in this
phase of the Jubilee.
In tribute to the late Dr
R.Q .Venson whose love tor
his country led him to pro-
mote the city's first Black
Patriotic Para de, these
young women wore blue
and white with a touch
of red during Jubilee Week.,
T h e Royal Sweethearts
formed the p rocessional
line for the Adult Royalty
during the Coro nation
Ceremonies.
They were p resented
to the public at the Jubilect
last Friday night.




Registrars will be at the
Fairgrounds in the Mer-
chants Building from March
10 through March 31, Monday
through Friday from 8 3ii
a.m. until 5 p.m.
To handle registratimi,
for voting.
They will also be there
on S a turday March 27
from 8:30 a. . m. until 12
noon.
You must bring identifi-
cation with you reflecting
your name and correct
address. Items acceptable
for this purpose are: Dri-
ver's Ii cense, personaliz-
ed checks, bills or state-
ments, credit or clinic
cards and utility receiii.
Changes of address can
also be handled at this
time. A change of name
must be a completely new
registration.
Anyone over 18 and a
permanent resident of
Shelby County is eligible








Start your set today and soon you'll have a
complete service! This schedule will run
3 times in the next 1 5 weeks.
WEIK DINNER PLATE 4% 49c srpthurge.",.
vAIIK DESSERT DISH sR1 ,3 49t sTpthuricthse
WK3EI COFFEE CUP sleh 9c STpthurectcahse
4thWEEK SAUCER ;lig 9t :rit3hurTahse
5thWEEK Bread & gutter $14110PLATE 49t :L.", ecancal e
The items will only be sold at these special prices
in the weeks they are featured.
STAIN
Save on matching Classic stainless completers, too. A new
grouping will be introduced each week at special prices!
ZIK 4 TEASPOONS n $1.29 : rp"., Vs.
WErtc 4 SALAD FORKS ;:le $1.29 :=4.
WEEK 4 SOUP SPOONS Ms $1.29 $7ipthurecW.
4:,, 4 ICE TEASPOONS :41 $1,29 :;''PlrItachse
gthWEEK 4 GRAPEFRUIT ftSPOONS $31 ese$1.29 
with Pur:rh
7thWEEK 3-pc. SERVING SET R.,ISIER SS's^. lefty SRIta• $4 .00
POMO/ Serving Speen)
t 1 with each411.29 S7 purchase
gthWEEK
2 Tablespoons, Pet
Cold Meat Fork $5.00
$1 49 with each• S3 eutchlee
IlthWICK GRAVY LADLE, Pep .Pastry Server $5.00 CI With Re".111 I .49 S3 ;lurches*





China . . . the ultimate in
dining elegance. Each piece
is gracefully detailed with a
delicate platinum edge and
encircled with a raised past-
el floral wreath . . . giving
Classic the look of most ex-
pensive china patterns. Glas-
sic is a service of unmistak-
able heirloom opality. A
service you'll be proud to






"Classic" -- a work of art in
stainless with the look of
sterling. Its graceful beauty
is expressed in a series of
traditional scrolls. A pattern
that will never go out of
style. A service that's earn-
ed the Good ..HousekeepIng
Seat. Each piece is well-bal-
anced and highly polished
to a gleaming mirror finish
that will never be ruined by
the dishwasher. Make the
entire service of Classic
tableware part of your own
collection. It's the service





With Each $3 Purchase,
Deborah A I exauder, Lu-
cretia Anderson, Vicki Cox,
Freida Hall, Michele Hop-
s o 71, Sandra Humphrey,
Sheila Jeffreys, Gail Jen-







Valerie P. Trotter, Dora




Get KING COTTON Country Style
Pure Pork Sausage
When you set the table, serve KING
COTTON Sausage that's really
KING COTTON Country
THE
NAT BURNING PACKING CO
INC.
G Iffoolwortit
THE FUN PLACE TO SHOP FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
hasSALE
REDUCTIONS FROM OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES! SPECIAL PURCHASES.




Thick, thirsty cotton terries;
floral prints and solids. 24 s46"
Hand towels, 15 x 26" . 57e




Stretch nylon one size Miracle
Fit or nude waist to toe panti
hose. Or porportioned mesh panti





cameos and limoges. Simulated
pearls, jade. Austrian stone,








Sports and dress-ups for men and
women. Metal and leather bands.
Some calendar watches...some





Baked enamel on durable
steel. 1- and 2-qt. sauce-
pan set, 3-qt. saucepan,
pudding pan set. More.




Liners for swing top cans,
pack of 12. Or 35 x 15 x 13
inch trash can liners, 12-
pack. Or 8 lawn bags.
-,ATISFACTION GUARANTEED-REPLACEMENT OR MONEY REFUNDED .
THE IDEAL F.AMII V - The Mi»or.
were honored as the Ideal Family when
Family Day was observed recently at Cas-
talia Baptist church. Seated in front a r e
Pentecostal
enters Mrs
Mrs. M. G. Parker, a
member of the Pente'costal
Baptist church at 1538 Nor-
ris rd., has entered the Tri-
State Defender's Church.
woman's Contest. He r
minister is the Rev. C. A.
Johnson.
Mrs. Parker, who lives
at 1583 Whitmore, is pres-
ident of the No. One Usher
Board, and last year she
organized the Adult Usher
Board, w h ich she now
serves as adviser.
She will serve as chair-
man of Women's Day in
September and was chair-
man of the Pastor's Anni-
versary and Woman's Day
in past years. She has also
served as secretary and
chaplain of the Usher Board.
Mrs. Parker said that "I
support my church spiri-
tually, morally and !Man-
daily to the best of my
ability."
There is still time for
Mr. tind Mrs. 0. D. Minor. On back row




MRS. M. G. PARKER




'Peace & Human Rights'
theme of Mass-Banquet
The pursuit of peace and
of human rights will be
the theme of the Memphis
Catholic Human Relations
Council Brotherhood Mass
and Banquet honoring for-
mer Tenn essee Senator
Albert Gore GO Monday
evening, March 15
The Mass, whose princi-
pal concelebrant will be the
Most Rev. Carroll T. Do-
zier, Bishop of Memphis,
will be ',meld at the Cathe-
dral of the Immaculate
Conception, 1725 Central,
at 6 p.m. The banquet will
follow at 730 p.m, in the
Immaculate Concept ion
high school gymnasium.
The banquet was original-
ly announced for the Holi-
day Inn Southwest,
The award, to be present.
ed to Senator Gore by
Charles Poole, council




observed Family Day re-
cently, and the guest speak-
er was the Rev. R. H.
Green, minister of Central
Baptist church, who offi-
ciated at the "Wedding
Bell Ceremony."
Mr. and Mrs. O.D. Minor
and their children were cho-
sen and honored as the
"Ideal Family of the Year
The Minors are the pa-
rents of two daughters,
Yvonne and Yolanda, and
a son, Edward.
The family was selected
for its dedication, loyalty and.
respaisiveness to the entire •
program of Castalia Bap-
tist Church.
Minor serves as dea-
con and director of the Bap-
tist Training Union, sings
in the choir and serves
in any capacity that he is
called upon. Mrs. Minor
is also very aactive in
the church.
Minor is a tailor, but
serves now as a cook at
the Memphis Veterans hos-
pital.
Mrs. Olinia Jones was
chairman of Family Day.
Mrs. Ruby M. Wilkerson
is reporter.
The Rev. Calvin Mims
is pastor of the church,
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scroll headed uy a quota- Rev. Edward Goode, pas-
tion ti-urn Edmund Burke's tor of Second Congrega-
speech to the Electors of tional Church, will give
Bristol i n 1774: "Your
representative o w as you
the benediction.
not his industry only, but
his j u d gment; and he
betrays instead of serving
You if he sacrifices it to
your opinion. . " The scroll
will be mounted on oak
from trees at the home
of President Andrew John-
son at Greenville. Tenn.,
and will be decorated with
a border design of the
state bird and flower of
Tennessee.
"Our board feels that the
Senator's publ ic career
should not end without
an expression of grati-
tude for all he has done
for human righLs in our
community," said Poole,
citing Sen. Gore's work for
Medicare, the nuclear test
bans and non-proliferation
treaties, public p ower
such as TVA, tax reform,
and programs for the pro-
tection of human and na-
tural resources. "He
consistently ref us ed to
use emotion-charged issues
like race for political
gain," added Poole
Senator Gore will speak
at the banquet on the gene-
ral theme of Judeo-Chris-
tian responsibility in poli-
tics, and Mrs. Gore will
also s peak. Mrs. Leon
Lynch will be mistress






A Store you can be
proud to call your
own




Tickets for the banquet
are $450 each, and reser-
vations may be made by
calling Mrs. A Byron Car-
ter, 948-9615, or Mrs. Will.
ham Ross, 327-1200.
"Peace Must Be Built
by the Works of Peace"
Pope Paul VI will be
the theme of the Brother-
hood Mass. Music will be
a blend of the traditional
and modern by the choir
and band of St. Thomas
Church and the Scholasti-
cate of Christian Brothers
college. The Nelson Sis-
ters, a professional trio
who are members of St.
Thomas church, will pro-
vide special music. Among
the hymns will be Sen.
Gore's favorite "Amazing
Grace.- Readings in the
liturgy will include words
on peace and compassion
from Isaiah, the First
Epistle of John. and the Gos-
pel of Luke.
Bishop Dozier will give
the homily, or sermon, at
the Mass. Concelebrantsg
will include the Revs. John
Batson, M ii ton Guthrie,
Tom E i rk, and James
Murphy. The Rev. Peter
Buchignani will be master
of ceremonies. The Rev.
James Lyke, pastor of St.
Thomas Church, has plan-
ned the liturgical celebra-
tion.
Past recipients of the Ca-
tholic H u m an Relations
Council award have bean
the M o st Rev. Joseph
Durick. Bishop of Nash-
ville; the Rt. Rev. Joseph
Leppert, pa s tor of St.
Teresa of the Little Plower
church; the Rev. James
M. Lawson Jr.. pastor of
Centenary Methodist church
and civil rights leader; and
Mrs. Myra Dreifus, founder





With the goal of a new
dress for every Memphis
schoolgirl in need, Church-
women United sponsored
an. a 1 l-ei•.y Sew-1n last
Monday, it the Salvation
Army's Bin Lear Citadel,
672 Alabatna. The dress-
making assembly line
opened at 9:30 a.m, and
continued all day.
Project chairman, Mrs.
NH. Geerdes, had urged
volunteers to come during





The first anni-ersary of
the Rev. J. R. Christopher
as minister of the Cane
Creek Baptist church at
1785 S. Bellevue will be
celebrated from March 10
through Sunday, March 14.,
and will end on Sunday
with a sermon by the Rev.
B.L. Bess, and the Rev.
W.A. Sesley as the alter-
nate.
Guests will include the
congregations of Pilgrim
Rest and Spring Hill Bap-
tist churches.
Other guests will include
on Wednesday, March 10,
Macedonia, Moore's Temple
and New Harvest Baptist
churches,. with Rev, Moore
as speaker, and the Rev.
Robert Pamphlett as alter-
nate.
On Thursd ay, guest
churches will be New Shel-
by and New Heart, with
the Rev. S. L. Reed a s
guest s p eaker and the




are joined with Church-
women U n ited to help
make the project a suc-
cess, Mrs. Geerdes said.
Sears dona ted portable
Sewing machines for the
sew-in and the Board of
Education bent sewing
teachers to help with sew-
ing hints and instruction.
Local concerns were contact-
ed for material and mations.
The Metropolitan Inter-
faith assn. helped in the
collection of mate rials
and served as information
headquarters.
Elmo for Needy School-
children and the PTA will
help in distribution of the
completed clothing. •
"Many Memphis school-
girls have never known
the pleasure of owning a
new dress," Mrs. Geerdes
commented, ''but w ith
hundreds of Memphis wo-
men responding to the Sew-
In, we can provide that
thrill for all of our girls."
REV. J. R. CHRISTOPHER
JOEL FURNITURE SALE
OPEN WEEKDAYS 'TIL 9 P.M.-SATURDAYS TO 6 P.M. * TERMS ARRANGED * FREE DELIVERY
OUR INVENTORY MUST BE REDUCED NOW! FANTASTIC SAVINGS CAN
BE YOURS ON ANY PIECE IN STOCK-DON'T WAIT . . . BUY TODAY AND SAVE!
Items Below Available Only At Our . . . Items Below Available Only At Our .. .








9-Pc. Dining Room Suite
SO" tretneri Ohm C15... 0.51
Table. 3 Siel• Chem 1 Arm
Choir, 11" Toed* 5.of
'399"
159. 8499.95-444. Bedroom Suite-Triplo Dresser, Ches., mir-
ror and led  $399.00
Reg. 1199 95-2-Pc. Smith Wm & Matthias Chair $399,00
Reg. $189.95- Panel Provinciel (White & Gold) Settireont
UHL Canopy Tester e•d. Chest, Dresser end Mirror   $139.95
la. 1129 95-4-Pc. Bedroom Suite-Triple' Dresim, Mirror, 5-
Drawer Chest, Bed (Reg. or °seen)  $291.00
Reg. 519.95- 1 ONLY-Maple If  leach  $29.93
leg. 1299.95-2-Pc. Traditional Seta & Matching Choir
$118.00
Reg. $529.95 -1 ONLY- 3-Pc, Lane Bedroom Suite-Modern.
Doubl• Dresser, Mirror and Headboard  $281.00
Reg. 25995 I ONLY- 5.Ic. Malt drop leaf tale & 4 chairs
 1 50.95
Reg. 299,95 1 ONLY-Seild Oak Chine Cabinet  199.95
Reg. 199 95 arly Ararian Lev• Seats 2 to choos• front) 09.95














lag. 309.95-Wkirlpeol 30" Armed. alf•Clooning Ora
 1•9.4s
"Reg. 8149.95-1 ONLY-15" PICA P•rtable RAW TV with Stand
- Cash & Carry  199.95
Reg. 529.95 Whirlpool 17' Caperton,' Side-by-Side let.-
Fr With Ice Maker  449.95
Seg. 299.95-Whirlpool 11 Ft. Chest Freezer, White   249.95
.Iteg. 209.93- Whiripmed 24" Wathar Gold or White   198.00
Rug. $149.95-i ONLY-"6,000" Whirlpool Air Conditimser -
Cash It Corry  119.95
Reg. $179.95- I ONLY-"S,000" Plodders Air Conditioner -
Cash Si Carry  $149.95












Rog. $347.60-Spenish Triple Dauer, Headboard and led
$155.00
(Matching Chest $611.00)
• Reg. $369.95 Unita A  Chairs. Modem, Scoichgard Fab-
ric. One Redond One Green  $111.00.
Reg. 5249.95-2 ONLY-Traditional 90" Mos. Floral Design.
$99.95
leg. 31132.94-Cernp(ehe 7-Pc. Ilareern• Suite-Triple Dr 
Mirror, Headboard, Frame ChestioniChist, Mattrest and Sot Springs
(regular or Queen) NOW  1399.93
Reg. $99.95- !owlish Ckeasiewel Tables-Cocktail Table, Hes
Commode Table, Square Consonad• Table. ALL THREE   $199.95
Reg. 82/9.95-49" gefo48leoper, full length mattress $169.95
Peg. 8349.95-67" Modern Sefa-Sleeper  1199.95
PICTURES, LAMPS, ACCESSORIES ENTINE STOCK 40% OF111
Reg. $499.95- Seely "0111•1111." Sleeper, SO" wid•, heavy gre•n
 $3411.95








5515 5 65.• l•••••
= 205'2
Reg. $269.95-1 ONLY-"1 1,000" Carrier Air Conslitisoner (at
cost) Cash II, Carry  $ 219.95
leg. 1239.95-1 ONLY-Whirlpool Trask Compressor A,5.3d0
-Cash Carry  $151.511
leg. 8230.50-9611 Pecan Seekseees, 32" Wide, 3 adjustable
shelves, 3 full drawers (I only)  $Il5.2$
Reg. $279.95- 3-Pc. Chromes...eh Padded Bar 2 Swi,e1 Seats
$195.00
Reg. 3199.95-62" Lea Sat (Choice of 2 colors)   1119.95
leg. $79.95 - Theinesvill• Side Choir  $39.95
Reg. $99.95- Recliners (Diff•rent colors to choose from) $69.95
Reg. $41.20 -Dining Ram Choirs  $19.95 ea.'
Reg. 339.95-Living Ram Seite-2-pt. Sofa di Matching Chair,-











Pecan Dining Room Group
Table with 3 Leafs
and 6 Side Chairs
$20562
White French 4-drawer chest leg. 79.93 39.05 .
Reg. $353.75-60" Matching Pecan Lighted China, glass shelves
$176.12
Reg. 482.74-11S" Matching Paean itettitle Deer China Lighted,
gloss shelves  $241.37
Reg. 1254 00 -61" Matching gaffer, 21/2" High   5127.00












5-pc. tarty American Dinette (F0t51iC0 top) $19.05
C r Desk (Maple or 
0.5)Reg. 5149.93 3.pt. Walnut Sedreens Suite 
la. 8499 95 lassott 4-pc. king lamas Suite ... $17919919:. 53
Reg: $1295 Nigh Back Dinette Chairs $6.95
Nide-A-Wey led in heavy fabric  $149.95
3-Pc. Spanish Double B Mirror mew A led • .. 99.93
bare Firm Queen Mattress or Bee Spriest ... $211.911 ea.
Reg. $219.95 114" Gad Sete 
Reg. 8319.95 Traditional Living Reem Suite, 2-pc. . 11619941.1915,
Vitiy1 Pletforns Rockers 
Swivel Rocker. Reg. 79.95 49.111
$19.93Maple Bunk Beds 
Selld Maple Twin Beds $29.93













Odd site stands 
Powder Tokio
1-5-pc. Damaged Maple Disette 
Spanish Spindle bock chairs
White lk Gold triple d o  & ',mar Reg. 159.95 .... 79.95Set ef 3 tables: 2 end & 1 cocktail Maple or Walnut 19.95 set
2-pc. Gold ond Green Traditional living ram smite $160.95
2-pc.SpanIsh Living Ream Salto  $151.00
3-pc. Spanish Dinette (choice of chairs)  $119.91
Mule record cabinet  $19,93
Reg, $24.95 Whit* desk chairs  $9.95













Triple Dresser, Headboard end
led.
158°°
(Marching Chest gas )
5-Pc, Permit.. Top Dinettm  $39.115
3-Pc. 1051.11 Dining Tekle with Ni-back chair" 190.95
Twin brass headboards, Rag. & King $14.95 Up
55g. $129.95 Catemporery Blue Claim  
Peg. 49,94 White Gold French lode 
One (os ist king mattress set (famous Moire)  
Maple desk with 3 Drawers 
leg. $40050-i ONLY-Chin., Glass Dar
Reg. $69.95-Maple C Colsinet
Navy IS" TABU LIAM for making Bookcases ... Ea. $1.00





















3339 JACKSON AVE.  327-7388
WAREHOUSE (
A,,.,, Si,.., 1.554 iot hson
SI.vtd5 Old Moller, Dirprst
"OVER 32,000 SQ. FT.PP
Famous Name Brand Furniture
Thomasville ... Bassett ... Flanders
Lane... United ... Pulaski ... Etc.
• LIVING ROOM • DINING ROOM
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Slate 4 workshops for future journalists
CHICAGO — Four regional
Journalism workshops for
high school students will
highlight Black Press Week,
marking the 144th anniver-
sary of tie founding of John
B. Russwnrm's Freedom's
Journal, first black newspa-
per in the United States.
Announcement of the work-
shops was made this week
by John El. Sengstacke,
president of the National
Newspaper Publishers Mao-
elation, and president and
publisher of the Chicago
Daily Defender and the New
Pittsburgh Courier, and oth-
er newspapers of the Sens-
stacke chain.
He said Frank L. Stanley,
Sr., publisher of the Louis-
ville Defender, will coordi-
nate four workshops to be
held in Baltimore, Atlanta,
St. LOLIBE, and San Francisco,
on Saturday, Meech 20, to
climax Black Press Week,
March 14-20.
Editors of high school
newspapers and other stu-
dents interested in journal-
ism are expected to attend
the workshop nearest to
JOHN RUSSWORM
them. Publishers, Sentstacke
said, will assist in getting
them there.
Howard Murphy, business
manager of the Afro-Ameri-
can newspapers, is serving
as chairman of the Baltimore
workshop; John B. Smith of
The Atlarta Inquirer has
charge of the one in his city;
N.A. Sweets of the St: Louis
American will direct the ac-
tivity in St. Louis; and
William H. Lee of the Sac-
ramento Observer is chair-
man of the San Francisco
workshop.
Sengstacke explained that
the workshops are designee
to better acquaint students
Hamilton high notes
SPOTLIGHT
Oar spotlight this week
beams on our drummers.
These guys are active in al-
most every activity on cam-
pus. They have some ca-
dences that are definitely to-
gether, They have played in
such activities as Veteran's
Parade, football games, and
ROTC. Our superbad drum-
mers are: Claude Franklin,
Ronald Daniels, Cornelli-




Bell, and Pervis Thomas. To
back up our soulful drum-
mers are our symbole play-
ers who are lames Hayes,
Dominic Herron and Elmer
Martin, Drummers we give
you a twent y-one gun sa-
lute!'!
ACTIVMES
On Feb. 22, we the
Hamiltonians, saluted o u r
Mighty Wildcat Basketball
team. Maurice sang a solo.
The trophies that they re-
ceived were beautiful.
The Noblemen won the
Ambassadors on Feb. 23. It
was a charitable profit.
FASHIONS
As we cased the hall of
fashions we were digging on
some of the latest fashions.
Some of these out-of-s ight
threads worn were gaucho
suits, midi, nitro), and of
course, the superbad and
soulful boots to match each
attire. There were also wet-
look, suede, leather and wool
coats. Yes, they're definitely
getting it together. Some of
the girls sporting these mod
rags are: Annie Atkin s,.
Cheryl Blanchard, Pamela
Brown, Lalita Noel, Geral-
dine Johnson. Patricia Coop-
er, Karen Seymore, Myra
Long Distance
is telling your granddaughter
you love her.
Dial a lovin' phone call.Tonight.
Direct distance dialing is simple.
Just dial "1"
The area code if different from your own.
Then the number.
Of, if you don't know the number, you can get it
in a hurry for no extra charge—simply dial "1,"
the area code if different from your own, and
then dial 555-1212. That's all there is to it.
South Central Bell
with the black press and its
use of modern journalistic
techniques. Hopefully, he
added, some of the students
will be inspired to become
professional journalists and
serve on some of the 161
black newspapers in Ameri-
ca.
Sengstacke pointed out
that the challenges facing
the black press today are
similar to those of 1827
woes Russwurm and the
IHudson, Bernell Fisher, andCherly Carlton.
Our guys will blow your
mind with these tripping
boots. There are many dif-
ferent kinds of boots, suede,
leather, gators, lizzards and
turtles. Some of the guys.
sporting these clothes: John-
ny Collins, Jerry Williams,
Van Patterson, Charles Nel-
son, Black Fish, Jerry
Rhodes, Larry Stevenson,
Michael Ford, and Little
Fisher.
COOL CATS
Hamilton is known to have
some of the coolest cats. And
we definitely have our share.
Some of them are Linda
Dotson, Jennette Edwards,
Denise Nichols, Butch Mays,
Benny Donelson, Freddie
Bailey, Barbara Glaspe r,
Lynn Watts, Evelyn Johnson,
Joanne Pittman, Lynn Mitch-
ell, John Archie, Darrell
Walker, Elroy Hervey, Max-
ine Marshall, Elizabeth Dix-
on And "Jive" Kenny Hill.
SPORTS
Brothers and sisters can
you dig the fact that the
Mighty Wildcats are doing
their thang? We've got the
City Championship and rank
No. 2 in the state.
We also have a super-b a d
"B" team that has won the
title of being the "City
Champs" also. Yes, they are
getting it, together in their
big bad blue and white.
The Mighty Wildcats coast-
ed to victory over the Catho-
lic "Chicken" Chargers. This
defeat was definitely togeth-
er with the half time score,
Hamilton 41, Catholic 25.
Our guys doing their thang
were Bailey, Jackson, N e w-
man, Tisdale, Dotson, Flow-
ers, Faulkner, King, Cham-
bers, and Hunt. We also de-
feated the Melrose Golden
"Kitty Cats." We had that
fever, we were hot and we
couldn't be stopped.
COUPLES
1. John Cation and Jacque-
line Quarrels
2, Michael Scott and De-
nise Keys
3. Ronald Brown and San-
dra Griffin
.4. Cornell Watkins and
Shelia Mitchell
5. Janet Johnson and Ro-
bert Tate
6. Cheryl Paine and Ira
Bobo
7. Wanda Robinson and
Ulysses Grant
8. Lois McKay and Spen-
cer Evans
9. Kendall Moten and De-
borah McNeill
10. Carol Lumpkins and
Willie Hughes
Well, it's about that time
for us to split. This is Bever-
ly and Vontyna leaving you
with our top tune, "I'm So
Proud." Later!!
Woman wanted
willing to relocate in Rock island,
Ill. & work with business, Re-
liable, Good health, Music Organ
11 Plano, but not essential. Mr.







5 rooms, 1 bath, BV $250 Down
2456 Browning Circle $12,750
.5 rooms, 1 bath, BV $250 Down
2630 Dakar $10,250
5 room, 1 bath, FR $2.50 Down
652 EastDoyen! $13,150
6 rooms, 1 bath, FR S250 Down
633 Keel Avenue $10 150
8 rooms, 2 baths, FR IWIS No
Down Payment
1796 Kendale $14,250
11 rooms 34 baths, Stucco 0/BV
$250 Down
488 Pickett $19,250
6 rooms, 11/2 Baths, RV MO Down
1045 Roselle $13, 9,50
7 rooms. I bath, BV 16250 Down
5409 Scottsoale $39,950
rooms, 2, baths, B VIFR $950
Down
1382 Standridge Street $10,950
6 moms, I bath, FR $2S0 Down
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
long teem, 74% Loans Available
See Any broker
Catholic high news I
To love is to be loved
and to live is to yarn.
This is Barbara Russell
and Paris Brown letting
you in on the "Charger's
extremely b a d" happen-
ings.
Friday March 5, 1971
the students at Memphis
Catholic had their third
D-DAY, Many of the stu-
dents took part in the
various things happening
on campus, others went
in tours to different places
in the city. Friday was a
special day for the young
special day for the young
ladies because the regular
school uniform was not
required, t h e refore they
all took advantage of this,
wearing the latest styles
out today.
FASHION
Friday the chicks at Mem-
phis Catholic came out of
a drip drab uniform into
gauchos, paunchos, midis
maxis and all other forms
of various dress. The fash-
ion bag w as foremost
sartaillathaleaellitheak
center around the Super
bad freshmen class. For in-
stance, R h o nda Wright,
Donna Ezell, Kim Gilmore,
Sherry Reeve and Venue
Jones. Other smart look-
ing chicks in the junior
S enior and sophomore
classes were: T heresa
Neal, Ozell Wray, Antoin-
ette Crawford, Judy
Claxton, Libra Thomp-
son, Paris Brown, Debra
Edwards, Tina Crawford
Barbara Lowe, Alicia Barn-
es, Donna Short, Diane
Lewis, Lois Brooks and
Cheryl Hopson.
SPOTLIGHT
This week the blue and
white spotlight shines
on Mrs. Ann Atkins who
specializes in Busi ness
Administration on campus.
She previously taught at
Father Bertrand before
the consolidation. The stu-
dents at Memphis Catho-
lic high school salute
Mrs. Atkins as being one




Used Cars From the
Get MGre Deder!
0 1925 UNION AVE.jisHER 275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444 .)
The standard of the world in
previously owned cars, too:
1970 CADILLAC 1695
Coupe de Ville. Finished in Patina Silver with a Sable black
padded tee and matching black Interior. Equipment on this
tine luxury motorcar includes autornatiC door locks, automat-
ic cruise control, AM-FM stereo radIo, power windows, sow-
er seat, Power steering, power brakes, •utOrnetic climate
control, and a set of premium white sideWall tires.
1967 CADILLAC  $2995
Fleetwood. Bronze & Sable Black with Green Bro-
cade Cloth Interior, Equipped with P.S.P. Brakes-
power windows P. Seats AM-FM Stero. 27 Mo.-
27,000 miles warranty.
1910 CADILLAC 1750
Fleetwood. Finished in Baroque gold with beautiful gold
Damascus cloth interior, this luxurious Cadillac has soft
thick carpet and woodgrain paneling throughout. It is
equipped with many of Cadillac's extra luxury features and
of Course all of the standard features such SS automatic
'light sentinel, automatic climate Control, tilt and telescopic
steering wheel, Power windows, power steering, power
brakes, power seat, automatic door lock, AM-FM stereo re-
0,0, and a set of premium white Sidman tires. A beautiful'
motorcar. this fine Cadillac IS not only In excellenb condition
outside, but it is • one owner that Is still in new car war.
ranty.
1969 CADILLAC  '5195
E. Dorado. This fine soorty Cadillac is finished In San Ma-
le. red with a sable black top and matching black interior.
Equipment on this motor car Includes automatic cruise con.
trol, AM-FM stereo radio, remote control mirror, stereo
tape deck, power windows, power brakes, power steering,
power sent, automatic donate control arid • set of pre-
mium whits sidewell tires.
1970 CADILLAC $5195
Coupe de Ville. Finished in beautiful Nutmeg brown firernist
With a Saddiewool brown padded top and matching Interior.
Equipment on this fine Cadillac includes remote Control
mirror, AM•FM stereo radio, tilt and telescopic sheering,
power brakes, power sear, power steering, POWOr windows,
automatic climate control and a set of premium white side.
wall tires.
1970 CADILLAC $6195
Fleetwood Brougham. ThA finest In cadillac s luxury car,
this Fleetwood is finished in beautiful COppertone Wit,a
Cameo beige Padded top and matching beige interior.
EguiOnsent includes automatic door locks, rear window r1.-
foop.r, automatic cruise control, automatic dimmer, ion,
sentinel, tilt and telescopic steering wheel. AM.FM stereo
radio and a set of prerniurn-white 'Atwell tires.
1989 CADILLAC i $5195
Fleetwood Brougham. Finished In Athenian blue with a Sable
black padded lop and matching blue interior. Equipment
Includes automatic door locks, remote control mirrors, reer
window defogger, automatic climate control. autornelic
cruise control, aulonsalierimuner. lght sentinel. AM-FM ster•
Co radio, tilt and telescopic steering wheel, electric clock,
Premium white sideweil tires, power windows, power steer-
ing. '00wOr brakes, cower seat.
1967 CADILLAC $2995
Coupe de Ville. This luxurious Cadillac Is finished in
ful Orme° beige with a Sable black padded top and match.
log cream Interior. Equipment ineueles remote control inir•
ror, eutoMetic dimmer, AM-FM Stereo radio, power wm-
doors. power stterir6, poWer brakes, power seat, automatic
chtnate control, signal seeking radio and • set of premium
While sidewail tires.
1968 BUICK WILD CAT...$2995
4-Door, Hard Top, this car is Equipped with P.S.P
B. Factory Air Condition. Carries 27 Mo. - 27000
mites warranty.
Your But Investment
A Previously Owned Motorcar From
MADISON CADILLAC
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 P.M.
27-Mbnth factory Approved Warranty
341 UNION 326-3933
Rev. Samuel E. Cornish
launched Freedom's Journal.
Then, he said, it was aboli-
tion versus emigration to
Liberia. Today it's integra-




Janice Patterson a n d
Carl Ray - You're a big
girl now.
Jackie Proby and Henry
Jackson - Just my imagina-
tion
Joan Davis and Eldridge
Watkins - She's a Lady
Sandra Taylor and Jerry
Bates - Heaven makes you
HAPPY
Antoinette Crawford and
Karl 'ruiner — Mama's Pearl
Valerie M c Kenzie and
Jeffry Peters - Proud Mary
Paris Brown and Marvin
Moody - One Bad Apple
Cheryl Taylor and Victor
Mitchell - The Look of Love
SPORTS:
The students at Memphis
Catholic feel that they will
have a fantastic season in
track as in previous sports.
This is all for now and
it's time to cut the Charger
thing to close, remaining
you that it is best not to




MUSING': Education is not
an overnight thing. It takes
a lEttline. Why all the
education? Why not? What
can an uneducated person
do? The educational pro-
cess exists to help us in-
dividually. That Is why we
are here, to work together
and improve our life on
earth. Selected.
Dear Carlotta: I am past
40 I have reared three
children. As usual I have
time on my hands, after
housework. I have toyed
with the idea of going hack
to school. But my friends
discourage me. They say
I have nothing to gain: I
am too old; I will be lost.
What do you think?
.ACTIVE GRANDMA
Dear Grandma: A person
is only as old as he feels
and thinks, soir course there
are conflicts between house-
work and homework. hut I
am sure you can overcome
these. It will take real
work to get baack. One pres-
sure will be to "discipline"
your brain again However.
this will be healthy, it will
be a challenge.
You will discover the
generation gap b etween
Page 5
yourself and the younger
students. In the school room,
you in a y discover the
Younger generation might
be casual ,o0e. t h e sr
school v',,rk .nile you is
a matsre ,oman will fend
to take more seriously.
Don worry about whe-
ther ,ou can still remeni-
ber .bingo. Don't even wor-
ry coo much about whether
you have to study harder
ts get good grades and
improve yourself. Once
in school you will find
that this may be offset by
your living experiences.
You have grown in ma-
turity, while the younasters
are growing up with TV.
Once you get over the first
shock, you will find that
school is pretty fascinating.
You will enjoy meeting
people of different ages.
Ifpwever, maintaining
your h e alth and vigor
is essential. No one likes
to be entertaiued about,
rheumatic pains. See your
doctor for regular check-
ups. I strong!y suggest
that you keep active. You
will NOT feel like an old
lady although you may be
old enought to be the
mother of some of your
'classmates.'
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Bok•d In Memphis by Memphions
 rushed rushed dolly to !"our bly
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The Jackson case
The Supreme Court's denial of the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson's
pettion to have his name placed on the April 6 Chicago Mayoral
ereelon ballot, raises grave doubts as to the court's sensitivity
in an area of fundamental consequence to the electoral process
that- serves as underpinning for the concept of democracy.
The refusal to give emergency consideration to the appeal
makes the matter rather academic at this juncture. lilhether
the Court agrees at a subsequent date that the Illinois election
law discriminates against independents or not would. not alter
the 'fact that Mr. Jackson's chances of proving his political
strength as an independent candidate have been swept aside.
_We do not know behind what legal technicality or logic the
court is hiding. However, its failure tc come to grips with a
timely issue leaves the judges open to the charge of political
bias or to the more damaging criticism of lacking judicial for-
titude to pronounce judgment on the constitutionality of a mat-
ter Ishose importance transcends partisan considerations.
Mr. Jackson contested the twin provisions of the Illinois
election law that establish a formula for determining the num-
ber of signatures needed to obtain a place on the ballot and
require that the signatures be submitted at least 64 days be-
fore the election.
• The Court's conspicuous silence amounts to a- virtual nulli-
fictation of the petitioner's plea while allowing an unfair law to
continue its damaging effect on the constitutional rights of
Americian citizens.
Nixon & low-income housing
In reaffirming his opposition to integration of suburban
housing. President Nixon has thrown a wet blanket on the efforts
of the federal agencies vested with the authority to uphold the
non-discriminatory provisions of the Fair Housing Act of 1968.
Both the Department of Housing and Urban Development
and the Department df Justice have tried to open the suburbs
to low and moderate-income housing. Twice before, the President
had spoken about "forced integration." This time, speaking at
a news conference, he made his meaning crystal clear and un-
cosaL t ional
—Mr. Nixon said that he would continue to defend black
plaintiffs who believe they have been discriminated against by
suburban developers who rent and sell housing. But he also
said, without equivocation that he would resist efforts to use the
legal and financial leverage of the federal government to com-
pel suburbs to accept low and moderate-income housing against
their wishes.
"I think," said Mr. Nixon, "what the law does require
is that there be open neighborhoods. The law does not require
that the federal government step in and provide in a neighbor-
hood the type of housing that an individual could afford to move
into." '
He said further that the civil rights laws on the books requir-
ed non-discrimination in the sale or rental of housing, but did
not require the government to pursue a policy of "economic in-
tegration."
The percentage of blacks in the suburbs of the 67 largest met-
ropolitan areas of the country rose only slightly, from 4.2 per
cent in 1960 to 4.5 per cent in 1970. despite the enactment of the
civil rights Act of 1968 requiring "affirmative" government ac-
tion to open the suburbs to all races. •
Vederal intervention on behalf of individual black clients,
in other words,, appeared not be doing the job. And Mr. Nixon's
questionable interpretation of the law does not calm the troubled
waters.
Ignore residential bias
In his address before the mid-winter conference of the Na
tional Association of Real Estate Brokers, Assistant Housing
and Urban Development Secretary Samuel C. Jackson cited a
Harvard study which revealed that only a fraction of the ob-
served pattern of residentiail segregation can be explained by
low-income or other measurable socio-economic differences.
The brokers, for the first time since HUD came into exis-
tence, were urged to ignore the myths and racist propaganda
which have been largely responsible for residential bias.
"The fact is," said the HUD official "that the percentage of
high-income blacks living in the suburbs is substantially lower
than low-income whites. The fact is that if a black man wants
to buy a house in the ghetto, he. is courted by both black
and white real estate agents. But if he wants to live outside
the ghetto, few will service his needs."
..—Jackson, who heads HUD's Office of Metropolitan Planning
Mid • Development, told his hearers there is, no substance to
the argument against racially mixed housing. He noted that in-
tegrated housing can be a sound investment.
Had such a message been given earlier much of the fog
(If _prejudice would have been dissipated by now.
My view 
Nobody tries to stop
whites fleeing blacks
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
It seems to be happening all over
the place. As whites flee to suburbia.
the central city becomes black and
the school system must also become
black. The truth of the matter is, nobody
does anything to stop it. Cities plan
everything else except how black and
white people can live together.
The 1970 census reveals that the ma-
jority of the people in the city of At-
lanta are black. See what has happened
in ten years. In 1960, the city's popula-
tion was 38.3 per cent black and 61.7
per cent white. In 1970, Negroes make
up 51.3 per cent of the central city's
population and whites 48.7 per cent.
The 1970 census figures reveal that
60.000 whites fled to the suburbs since
1960 and this figure reduces the number
of whites inside the city limits by 20
percent. During the same period, the
Negro population jumped 36.8 per cent
over the 186.000 that were counted in the
1960's. The 1970 census figures show
255.000 Negroes and 241,000 whites are
living within the city limits.
More significant and disturbing is
the fact that throughout the five-county
metropolitan area the white population
increased from 351,000 in 1960 to 836,000
in 1970-an increase of 72.5 per cent. The
Negro population in the Atlanta suburbs
increased only from 6.2 to 6.5 per cent
of the total during the decade (1960-
19701.
In metropolitan Atlanta, there are
1.076,000 whites and 311,000 blacks. A
total of 893.000 live in metropolitan At-
lanta and 497,000 live in the city.
The meaning of this is perfectly
clear. The Atlanta School System is on
its way to being all black. For example,
in 1953 the black school enrollment was
32.3 percent of the total and the white
school enrollment was 67.7 percent. In
1959. the black enrollment was 4.9 per-
cent of the total and the white enroll-
ment was 59.1.
In 1970, the black enrollment was
68.3 percent and the white enrollment
was 31.7. In other words, year by year
since 1953, the Atlanta school enrollment
has become blacker and blacker. As the
whites decrease in enrollment, the
blacks increase. If something is not done
to reverse this trend, Atlanta will have
a black school system in ten years.
Then the questions naturally arises
how easy will it be to finance an all
black school system? Will an all black
school system be better? These a r e
serious questions. Can we revere this
trend? Can we stabilize the present en-
rollment?
Newark is a city with 54.2 percent
black. Gary. Indiana is 52.8 percent
bI ack and Washington, D. C. is 71.1
black. The Washington, D. C. School
System, however, is 95 percent black.
The 1970 census reveals further that
blacks move into the suburbs in mod-
erate numbers, whereas there is a mas-
sive exodus of whites from the central
city.
Since 1960 the whites in Washington,
D. C. reduced their number by 39 per-
cent in the city and Negroes increased
their number by 30 percent. These are
alarming trends and nobody know what
all of this will lead to. However, we
must work and fight for quality educa-




The Democrats a r e
really getting n e w
insights on t h e '72
campaign. Many are
now bold enough to
say privately that Mr.
Nixon can be beaten
and this can be ac-
complished only if
they (the Democrats)
play their cards right.
At a unity meeting a
few weeks ago the prime' hopefuls
agreed to a set of guidelines for 'the
next 18 months. With Andy Muse on
board March 1 as the Brother-in-Resi-
dence, and under the backing of the
Black Caucus, the whole posture could
change'. What many correspondents are
finidng is that under this administration,
the action is rather slow paced. . . The
Rev. Douglas Moore, leader of the Black
United Front. in announcing that he was
an independent candidate for the dele•
gate' seat in the House, pointed out that
he is the lone black nationalist in a field
of five which includes "Democrats, Re-
publicans and Marxist integrationista."
The election is March 23 with Rev. Wal.
ter Fauntroy the front runner.
ASIDES AND STUFF: The Polaroid
Co., continues to have its problems. Miss
Caroline 'Hunter, a black research chem-
ist, has charged that she was fired be-
cause she opposed the company's policy
of doing business in South Africa. Miss
[fruiter was among the leaders who testi-
fied before the U.N. Committee on
Apartheid urging total boycotting of
American industry Of the racist country.
Polaroid has retaliated by revamping its
whole program in S. Africa and plowing
funds into training and upgrading of
black workers.
Not enough says Miss Hunter and her
group. . . . Since going onto the board
of General Motors Corp.. the requests
for public appearances for the Rev.
Leon Sullivan around the country has
gone up ten-fold. If you have any ideas
about the Philadelphia minister, you had
better get in line. G. M., meanwhile is
also putting $5 million in black bank
and institutions.
FROM LONESOME JONES NOTE.
BOOK: Rev. Ralph Abernathy told the
Senate Armed Servees Committee that
draftees in the U. S. Army are stamped
with a label "clearly marked expenda-
ble in combat." The charge was made
in a statement presented in the name
of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference of which Rev. Abernathy is
chairman. In the statement, the SCLC
presented Pentagon statistics showing
'hat half of the men killed in Vietnam
were Army enlisted men and that only
2.7 per cent of the nearly 3 million men
on active duty in all the services were
draftees.
There is mounting concern about the
proposed volunteer army. Many feel it
will turn out all bl4ck or all poor. The
forces pushing the idea, including the
White House, are urging increased pay
for servicemen . . Among the more
active guys in the agencies is Robert
Lee Grant, the special assistant to As-
sistant Model Cities Secretary Floyd
Hyde. Bob is one of the brighter black
guys operating.
RIGHT ON: There was demonstra
lion in reverse in Richmond Va., last
week. Over 100 white students walked
out on a Black History lecturer because
a black lawyer was talking about "whit-
ey" and "honky". Atty. Jeroyd W.
Greene' said that he was simply talking
"political hyperbole." The white princi-
declared that Greene's remarks to
the mixed auditorium assembly were in-
flammatory." Greene was invitekl to the
George Wythe High School by a student




The White House is reported to be
smarting over recent editorial criticiz-
ing the President for ignoring the rec-
ommendations of the Carnegie Commis-
sion for Higher Education on relief for
black colleges. Aides are said to be
preparing a rebuttal, citing the $30
million which the President set aside
for these institutions following his meet-
ing last Spring with black educators.
The irony of it is that most of this
money is from matching fund sources
and the already hard-pressed black
schools can't meet the requirements,
which means raising the equivalent of
the grants before they can receive the
money.
At any rate, the facts are now on
the table and the spotlight is on a
Sorely neglected area. Said one col-
black colleges. It's either put uR or
collges. It's eigher put up or
shut up." Last June, the Federal In-
teragency Committee on Education
FICE I put out a special report on
federal agencies and black colleges. In
1969, according to the report, the Fede-
ral Government provided slightly more
than $4 billion for the support of insti-
tutions of higher, learning.
The traditionally white colleges and
universities received $3.922 billion of
this amount, while the traditionally black
colleges received $119.5 million or 3
per cent. While the Office of Educa-
tion in HEW provided 63 percent of
total Federal funds or $75.9 million.
Yet, 52 per cent of this money went
for student aid, Fifteen other Federal
programs provided the balance, less
than 30 per cent. Eleven Federal agen-
cies allocated less than one per cent of
their funds for black colleges, four of
which provided no support.
Ten agencies gave between one and
ten per cent, and three agencis grant-
ed in excess of ten per cent. Those are
the facts on Federal Governnient sup-
port to the 105 predominantly black col-
leges. Another irony is that many of
the white colleges which get huge Fede-
ral grants have hefty endowment
funds, something which few black col-
leges have. A case history in point is
that while Howard U. is thought of as
federally-supported. 17 other large white
colleges, all with endowments, get more
federal money than it does and these
include the prestigious Massachussetts
Institute of Technology.
One of the most provocative books
to appear on the market is "The
Choice," whose author, Sam Yette, a
Newsweek staff writer. formerly work-
ed in the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity. Thesis of the book is that the
black man in America, beaten down
by grinding poverty and technology,
plus repressive social measures to
break his spirit has become obsolete in
today's society and is therefore vulner-
able for genocide. The book is not
pleasant reading - in fact. after perus-
ing a few of its grim pages, one is
tempted to wonder if like the rabbits
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
in the fable who were harried by the
hounds if we all ought not to join hands
and go down to the river and drown
ourselves.
The moral of this tale is that when
the rabbits began to march in forma-
tion, the hounds became frightened at
this display, of unity and turned tail
and ran. Mr. Yette offers no such
happy solution. He concludes that if
"benign neglect" is what the black
man must depend upon for survival in
the next decade, then his choice must
be the style in which he and America
will die. The book is not recommended
for relaxation, but it is must reading.
The sprawling complex in St. •Louis
known as the Pruitt-Igoe Homes, an
adventure in public housing, is sympto-
matic of the Orwellian nightmares
which they have become all over the
country. The fault is mainly in their plan
nine. What was intended as a solution
to low-level city slums have become,
instead, high-rise concrete jungles and
menacing crime traps that are a so-
cial disaster. Pruitt-Igoe was thp cen-
ter of a stormy controversy two years
ago when the tenants carried on a long
rent strike in protest over the breakdown
in services.
Today. many of the units are va-
cant, to damaged for human habita-
tion. Twenty-six buildings have been
vandalized so that they must be de-
molished. Still, there are 600 families
remaining in Pruitt-Igoe. Largely on
their behalf and to seek some answers
to what he calls "problems with no
easy answers.- Joseph Clark, who re-
cently resigned from the Board of Al-
dermen to run for the presidency of that
body, came to Washington last week to
meet with officials at HUD. Talking with
him, it becomes clear that he is
thoroughly knowledgeable on the sub-
ject, including all the techMcalities.
Clark says it will take $26 million
to demolish the useless buildings. His
proposal is to construct new low-rise
buildings on the demolished site and
move the 600 displaced families into
these units, demolish the rest of the
complex and build community and com-
mercial facilities. Ali of this will cost
an additional $32 million, plus $5 mil-
lion .to pay off the bonding indebtness.
This is just one case history. Multiply
this by the number of other cases re-
quiring instant solutions and it becomes
midboggling. •
President Nixon's "clarification" on
his earlier statement of opposition to
integrated housing in the suburbs has
sent scores of lawyers scurrying to the
law books for definitions and c on -
siderably weakened the function of the
Fair Housing Divisioit.in HUD. On one
hand the President says he will de-
fend the rights of plantiffs who claim
discrimination by suburban developers,
but he will not use the forces of the
Federal Government to compel suburbs
to accept low and moderate income
housing against their wishes....
 To Be Equal
Black athletes are
in for better things
Organized baseball recently tqok
another step in making amends for hav-
ing shut black players out of the nation-
al game until 1947. It's making room in
the Baseball Hall of Fame for the
greats who played in the all-b lack
leagues before integration came to the
big leagues.
So the way is now open for honoring
such all-time greats as Satchel Paige,
the firs( black player selected. Josh
Gibson, and dozens of other black play-
ers who, if it were not for racial segre-
gation, would be as well known as Ty
Cobb and Babe Ruth.
Baseball's action is welcome - and
long overdue. Anyone who attends al-
most any kind of sporting competition
these day: can see the dominance
achieved by black athletes. Can anyone
in his right mind imagine a baseball,
football, or basketball game without
black players?
Of course, for a long time, some peo-
ple were saying there were "no quali-
fied blacks," just as some employers
and labo, leaders say it today. But the
fact is that there always have been
blacks who were qualified or easily
'n every single form of
human endeavor. It's the opportunities
that were missing, not the talent.
Sports helped blaze the trail, but
there are still some areas in athletics
where blacks are rare. There aren't any
black quarterbacks in pro football, for
example. Plenty of defensive backs and
linemen and runners, but not the num-
ber one man, the one' who calls the plays
and leads the team.
In part, this is a reflection of bias on
the college level. College. coaches may
not be too anxious to put a black in the
snotught, am, some bigoted players may
object to tak'ng orders from a black
quarterback. So when you have a black
player who can catch the ball as well
as throw it, he becomes an end.
Thal may change soon. Karl Doug-
las, a black quarterback was recently
drafted by_ the Baltimore Colts, and he's
determined to 'be the man who steps in
By WHITNEY M. YOUNG, Jr.
when John Unitas retires. Whether he
makes it or not. I think we'll be seeing
a black quarterback in there be-
fore long - or know the reason why.
Black managers and coaches are
rarities for the same reason that there
are so 'few black quarterbacks - the
residue of bias keeps blacks from com-
mand positions. When Bill Russell be-
came the first black pro basketball -
coach, I thought we'd soon see other .;
blacks in such positions, but it hasn't :
happened. -
Outspoken black athletes like John- :
.fly Sample and several white players .:
have begun to tell it like it is in pro'.._:
sports, and their stories include tales of -.
prejudice and discrimination. A blacEi
player still has to be better than $ :
white to make the roster. Stars have no .
problem, but it's the average player who '
is more likely to get bumped by an
equally average white player simply be- ,
cause management may feel it's got
enough blacks on the team. .
The new militance among young ,Z
blacks runs against a cultural and gene- :
rational gap, too, especially in college -
sports. Last season, eight blacks boycot-
ted football practice at Syracuse Univer- -....
sity and were suspended. A university."-
investigation revealed unitention- :
hletic program. A track coach at Rut-
gers was suspended for racial slurs. --
Athletes make a significant part ot....:
their incomes from endorsements of Z
commercial products, off-season jobs --.
and speaking tours. Here, too, the black T.
athlete gets the short end of it, while :
his white teammates cop most of the •
extras. -
The sports world has a far better :
record than ot er areas of American :
life, but it is jut too easy to complacent- -
'v think that the struggle is over there.
Some barriers are still up, but with the':
new spirit of ,pride and dignity worn by-.
so man,,. black athletes and with sonte..:
much-needed pressure from sports fan
these barriers will crumble and sporCer-Z;
will live up to its potential to show the"'


























































































Mrs. Mahaffey White of
Memphis, well-known de-
signer of jewelry, is exhibit-
ing several pieces of her
craft in the alumni room
of the LeMoyne-Owen col-
lege library. The exhibit
will remain through March
19.
Also on exhibit are the
creations of several Le-
Moyne-Owen students who
studied under Mrs. White
during the college's In-
terim Semester last Janu-
ary.
The students exhibiting
are Moniee Bonds, Clau-
dia C a n ada, Gwendolyn
Dotson, Jewel Lee Ford,
Cynthia McGlown, Bever-
ly Morris, Dweice Onidas,
Sherry Tate, Del ores
Williams, Vivian Bentley,
Jacqueline Buckley, Wanda
Campbell, Valeria . Hick:
Aline Jones and Cicki
Washington.
DINNER MEETING Members of the Memphis chapter of
the National Assn. of Real Estate Brokers, Inc., are seen
here during a recent dinner meeting at the Lorraine Motel,
and here from Atlanta to address the chapter was Charles
•
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Lee of the Federal Housing Administration. Seated with
him at the speakers, table are Samuel Peace, Lonnie Bris-
coe, Mrs. Myrtle Fisher and Lewis Harris.
Jewish center offers
Spectrum-Season Two
The Mem p his Jewish
Community Center an-
nounces Spectrum: Season
2, a collage of informative
and e n tertaining events
Through this series, Mem-
phians will hese the oppor-
tunity to meet and hear
nationally r e cognized fi-
gures in a variety of fields.
Season 2's first offering
will be Dr. Leonard Fein
of Br an deis University,
outstanding sociologist,
author and expert on urban
affairs. He will speak at
the Center on March 15th.
The second event will
be a full-length film, -Sal-
lab," featuring Haym To-
pol, international star of
the soon to be released
film, " F iddler on the
Roof." "Sallah" will be
shown at the Center on
April 4th.










II* Coloring promises you
younger looking hair . .
or your money back!
See your hair be-
come dark and lus-
tros.. radiant with
highlights, at just
27 ratomee at home.
Natural looking hair
color won't rub off or
wash out. Long lasting.
Safe with permanents.




5 natant/ shades: Jet Black
-Black-Dark Brown-
*clium Breene-Lisht Boom
At your druggist, or sand 1E50 to
Sensed P.oclucts Co., Dept. N.
W Monroe Strom, Chicago, RL















Is that constant lip Wing
on your nerves and cooling
your water bill to go up? SEE
READ SALES CO.
feeseta sled Repair Pure.
Enna eansple t Ports Plewited
Phew* 271.411214 et 2744411
1310 Jackson of Weida§
series o f fers MeMphians
a visit with Tony Randall.
Straight from tre highly
successful television series,
"The Odd Couple," Tony
Randall is a distinguished
actor, monologist, collec-
tor of art, apera buff,
and brings to Memphis
his entertaining virtuosity
of thirty years of "theatri-
cal thick and thin." He will
appear at the Center on
May 16th.
All events will he held at
the Jewish Community Cen-
ter, 6560 Poplar. Mail or-
ders are now being accept-
ed through the Center and
are now being filled. A
series ticket may be pur-
chased by a couple for
$10 and by an individual
for $6.
A patron's ticket may be
purchased for $30,000 and
will offer two c'hoice seats
for each event and pro-
gram a c kno w ledgement.
To receive a brochure or





reld, retired chairman of
the Morehouse College De-
partment of Music and
founder of the Morehouse
Glee Club, died recently
in Hutzel hospital in De-
troit, Mich., following a
lengthy illness.
Harreld was born
Jan. 31, 1885, in Muncie,
lad, Ile completed high
school in Munice and stud-
ied at the Chicago Musi-
cal college, the Frederick-
son Violin school, the Sher-
wood Music schoo., and in
Berlin. Germany.
In 1905, hr began his
career as a concert vio-
linist, and during the same
period he taught violin
and music in the Chicago
area. He came to More-
house in 1911, established
the Music Department and
founded the Ill o rehouse
College G 1 ee Club. He
• was one of the first musi-
cians to teach classical  
music to a college glee
club.
In 1927, he became affi-
liated with Spelman col-
lege and, until his retire-
ment, served as chairman
of the Departments of Mu-
sic at Morehouse and Spot-
man. He also coordinated
music for the Atlanta
University Center,
His former students in-
clude M a ttiwilda Dobbs,
concert soprano and visit-
ing a r tist-in-residence at
the Atlanta University Cen-
ter; Clarence Render, con-
cert violinist; Willis Law-
rence James. musicologist;
Josephine H a rreld Love,
his daughter and curator
of the Children's Fine Arts
Museum in Detroit; and
Carol Blanton Diggs, the
first person to earn a mas-
ter's d e g ree from the
Julliard School of Music.
Early in the teaching ca-
reer that spanned four dec-
ades, he brought an un-
known singer, Marian An-
derson. t o the Atlanta •
University Center to per-
form.
His former students have
taught at colleges and uni-
versities across the coun-
try and include G. Johnson
Hubert, Chairman ,-).f the
Department of Music,
Morris B r o w n College;
Frederick H a 11 , retired
Chairman of the Music
Department, Dillard Uni-
versity; and Wendell P.
Whalum. chairman of the
Music Department at
Morehouse College.
- During his active career
in Atlanta. he was a mein
ber of Friendship Baptist
church, Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Monday Club
27 Club, and the Fine Arts
Study Club. He was one
of the founders of the
National Association Of Ne-
gro Musicians.
Mr. Harreld married
Claudia W h ite, daughter
of the founder of More-
house college in 1913, and
he is survived by their
daughter, Mrs. Josephine
Harreld Love of Detroit.
Funeral S e rvices were
in Sale Hall Chapel on the
Morehouse college campus.
Interment was in West-
view Cemetery, Atlanta.
NOTICE TO BIDDERr
Failure to receive instructi,ms
from the Department of Labor
concerning Davis Bacon WASPS
has postponed the receiving and
opening of bids for theirdiii-
lion to the Memphis Heating
Authority Central Office ,Bi.f4d.
log, 700 Adams Avenue, Mem-
phis, Tennessee. Bids will be:re-
ceived 230 p.m., CST, March
Is. 1971. at 700 Adams Avenue








BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
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Old Taylor costs more. For some very good reasons.
To begin with, Old Taylor was created by
Col. Edmund H. Taylor, Jr., foremost
Bourbon distiller of the late 1800's.
Old Taylor is made in a castle near the
delicious limestone spring the Colonel
• discovered in 1887. We still
use the same costly grains, tend our mash
as lovingly -still do everything exactly
as the Colonel did. That's why Old Taylor
is the best-selling, premium-priced Bourbon
in America. Why it's worth
saving up for.
KENTUCRYSTRAIONT soussoe wHigart.
16 PROOF. TM OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY Me
FRANKFORT a LOUISVILLE. XV.
Old Taylor.What the label cank tell you, the flavor can.
1






"If a man cM7-not keep pace with his companions
perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer.
Let him step to the music which he hears, however
measured or far away". Henry David Thoreau.
Baby Talk . . . Shirley and Donnell Cobbins are
the proud parents of their first born .. . a bouncing
boy 'Cho made his arrival at Baptist Hospital and has
been7"dubbed" Donnell. Jr.
.1elaterna1 grandparents are Maggie and Samuel
Peace and Thelma Cobbins of the Bluff City and
Roosevelt Cobbins of Chicago are the paternal grand-
parents.
The Peaces' son. Mose who is a student at Kemper
Military College in Booneville, Missouri has been pro-
moted to First Sgt.
The Now Look . . . presented by the Rubaiyats,
Inc,: Sunday evening at the Holiday Inn Dinner
Thellitre opened up a marvelous new world of haute
couture . . . hot pants. knickers, fantastic lounge wear.
sporeesvear and what ever you can conjur in your
mind that is the fashionable "now look" was unfurled
elegantly with the smooth touch of professionalism.
Eunice Carruthers was the confident and smooth
narrator presenting femme fatales Claudia Conner
Barr, Bobbie Bullard, Dorothy Sharpe who modeled
her own creations as did Juda Eiland; Betty Rounds
Forrestine Frazier, Susan Currie, the beauteous "Miss
Black Memphis"; Evelyn Vavasseur, who always adds
spice to any show; Helen Moore and adding the
masculine touch were 1Fory Walker. Clifford Allen.
Michael Currie, who really set the feminine hearts
aflutter; *Arthur Roberts and Robert Owens.
Pretty teenagers who acted as hostess wearing
paisley- print hot pants were Shasta Cox, Ruby ('ren-
shaw, Kimberly Hamilton. Roselyn Johnson, Carlotta
Larry, Vanessa Mays, Audrey MeGlowan, Linda
Mosby. Olga Patterson. Renee Powell and Rhoda
Steinberg.
Members of the flubaiyat's whose primary reason
for giving the fashion show is to raise funds for trans-
portation of blind adults to Adult Basic Education
Classes are Norma Mimms. President; Peggy (Mrs.
Harper) Brewer. Lorene (Mrs. Isom) Buford. Doris
Buchanan. Ann (Mrs. A. C.) Curtis, LaVonia (Mrs.
Clifford) Deberry, Clara (Mrs. Sylvester) Ford. Helen
Greex Carol (Mrs. Otis) Higgs. Carolyn (Mrs. Alvin)
Kintz.Clara Parker, Emma (Mrs. Commodore) Pri-
mouc,Betty (Mrs. Elbert) Payne. Hazel (Mrs. Ned)
Sim -Lois (Mrs. Clifford) Stockton, Jewel (Mrs.
IvorL4Valker, and Gloria (Mrs. William) Ward.
Ix addition to sponsoring transportation for t h e
blind—adults the Rubaiyats have started helping to
transport blind children to day school, entertain the
children at Tobey Hospital, patients at Tennessee'
Psycitiartic and are subscribing to a Life Member-
ship-In the NAACP. Coterie Swirl . . . Mary (Mrs.
Johdr Wesley roilkl out an inviting carpet of hos-
pital.ity to her members in the Cardette Bridge
. . .:feasted them on cornish hens and other delicious
pitahty to her members in the Cardette Bridge club
. . feasted them on cornish hens and other delicious
et ceteras and gave the high scorers at bridge prizes
of clystal Lazy Susans. carving boards, ash trays and
sparkling colognes for the guests.
Prize winners included Ethel (Mrs. Willard) Bell,
Elsie (Mrs. Melvin, Jr Ylalunda. and Ellene (Mrs.
'IBMs) Phillips. Guesting and claiming prizes were
Mary (Mrs. Walter) Franklin. Vivian (Mrs. Frank)
Wadley, Willie Lee (Mrs. Richard) Holcomb and Mei-
vina :Johnson.
Other Cardettes making the scene were Rita
(Mr. John) Olive. Zernia (Mrs. Jake) Peacock. Anna-
belle (Mrs. George) Saunders, Joyce (Mrs. Howard)
Pittliston. Janet (Mrs. Lawrence) Seymour. Elizabeth
Lewis and Evie (Mrs. Odell) Horton.
And the Moderates Bridge club harkened to the
call of Barbara (Mrs. Joseph) Atkins all the way to
Louisville, Kentucky and winged off to the Blue Grass
Coubtry for a fun filled week-end.
Moderates swishing off to the meet were Joyce
Lawrence) Blackmon, President; Josephine
(Mr's. William) Young, who won a cosmetic travel
bag: at brdige; Elaine (Mrs. Charles) Campbell.
Juapita (Mrs. Ulysses) Truitt. Cynthia (Mrs. Harold)
Winfrey. Barbara (Mrs. Eddie) Bailey, Gloria (Mrs.
Kerb). el) Venson, who 'brung' home an electric travel
coffeepot for her finesse at the game; Bernice (Mrs.
Rk) Mayes, Virginia Grinner, and Jackie (Mrs. Wil-
liam)) Ross.
Alice (Mrs. Sam) Helm was the guest in the
enti.mr.age flying up. A surprise guest was Clementine
(Mrs:. Jim) Ramsey, who flew in with Joe who had
stopped over to visit her ib Englewood, New Jersey
aftbr attending a meeting in Massachusetts. Other
gu4ta who happen to be former M?mphians now mak-
ing:teir home in Louisville included Delores (Mrs.
Artka) Frazier and Ethel Lois (Mrs. Leroy) Thomp-
son:._
Mid the Voulants of Goodwill Homes sweethearted
the:Children with a swinging party recently . . giving
out5Vith the hearts and cupids were Elsie Branch,
PrellAilent; Ethel Bell, Doris Bodden, Anna Clarke,
CeirXonnelly, !Hattie Crossley, Thelma Davidson,
Ethetin Earls, Anna Marie Greene, Minerva Han-
cocE :Donna Jones, Gloria Lindsey, Elsie Malunda,
Erggsgine McFerrin, Vahness Moore, Marie Murrell,
Marattle Peace. Gladys Reed, Cora Reid. Emma Stotts,
Jertfdine Taylor, Alma Thornton, Pauline Toney,
LouTiiii: Ward, Rose Wright, Margaret Strong, Mary
Mctfl:fiams, Lee Eleanor Benson, Myrtle Smith,
Mats* Williams, Gwen Owens, Fannie Smiley, Leola
Toted; Janet Henson, Laurie Dean and Wilma Haley.
Primarily For and . About Women
Gifts exchanged
during party
The 1' a b ultous Ladies
Social Club h..4d a party re-
cently at the home of Mrs.
Willirene Thorton of 273
Maryland and exchanged
gifts.
The club was organized
in March 1970 with only
eight members.
Members and o fficers
are Mrs. Thorton, presi
dent; Mrs. Everlina Co-
burn. vice-president; Mrs,
Elmon Kendrick, business
manager: Mrs. M arga-
yet E d wards. secretary;
Mrs. Charlie Jones, assis-
tant secretary; Mrs. Dor-
othy Duckett, iniseellane-
ous treasurer; Mrs. Monet-
la Young. treasurer: Mrs.
Nannie Ii o use, chaplain;
Mrs. Dorpthy Phelps, re-
porter; Mrs. Annie 'Grey
and Mrs. Barbara Harris.
\i. FASHION. SHOW — Members of the Alpha Beta chapter of
Alpha l'i Chi Sorority will present their annual fashion show on the theme,
"The March of Fashions," in the Chtsca Plaza Ballroom on Easter Sunday,
April It, from I to 9:31i p.m. The public is invited to support the worthy
alfair lor the benefit of the chapter's scholarship program. Standing from
left are Mrs. Margaret 'toter, chairman of fashions; Mrs. Minnie Allen,





MISS CUNNIN GH A M
Bobbie J. Cunningham
wedding is
Miss Bobbie J. Cunning-
ham and Elijah Mitchell
Jr.. will exchange marriage
vows on Saturday, March
13.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mrs. Lovie
P. Crawford of 193 First
ave. and Calvin Cunning-
ham Sr., of St. Louis, Mo.
The prospective groom
is the son of Mrs. Ola John-
son of Chicago, and Elijah
Mitchell Sr., of Cleveland.
Miss Cunningham is a
graduate of Carver high
school and attended Le-
.4Yne-Ovwn college. she is
employed by the Defense
Depot of Memphis as a
supervisor in the Data Sys-
tems.
Mitchell is a graduate of
Higgins h i gh schoe! in
Clarksdale. Miss., and at-
tended Coahoma County
Junior college and Jackson
State college. He is em-
ployed by Dwoskin. Irc
of Atlanta, Ga., and





HANOVER, N. J. -
"Eighty-five per cent of aIl
diets fail, but each failure
provides a valuable key to
successful weight control,"
Morton B. Glenn, MD, told
a physician audience here
in the 'Sandoz Auditorium.
Dr. Glenn spoke on "Obe-
sity — The Family Physi-
cian's Role" as part of the
Sandoz Postgraduate Medi-
cal Lecture Series.
The lecturer is Chief of
the Obesity Clinic, Knicker-
bocker Hosp ital; Chief,
Morrisania Nutrition Clinic,
New York City Department
of Health; assistant profe,
sor of clinical medicine, N
York College of Medicine
Visiting Professor of Pp,
ventive Medicine, Alter!
Einstein College of Medicm,
Formerly, he served as Prc,
ident, Food and Nutrition
CotIncil of Greater New
York; President of the
' American College of Nutri-
tion; and Consultant to the
United Nations.
According to the weight
control authority, a study ei
diet failures produces vaina
hie information for del.,:
mining why obesity occur,
Physically, how obesity .hap-
pens has a simple explana-
tion — "The Law of Thermo-
dynamics dictates that body
fat will accure if caloric in-
take exceeds caloric expen-
diture," be stated.
March 13
A reception will be held
at the Quality court motel
at 271 W. Alston at 4 p.m. NYC
Four members of the pre-
dominantly black American
Bridge assn. will compete
against six international
bridge greats in a nine-hour
match on Saturday at the
exclusive Mayfair Bridge
Club, 119 W. 57th st., N e It'
York City. The all-b lack
foursome will comprise LuK
Pietri of Philadelphia, cap
lain and top-ranking player
in the ABA; Bill Sides, Chi-
cago: .Nndrew Melts, Detioit
and Dr. Arthur Flowers. 01
Mem phis.
Their opponents will be led
by Giorgio Belladonna and
Benito Garozzo, two mem-
bers of the famous Italian
"Blue Team." a team !hat
won Ii world titles in the
last 12 years! Also included
are Arthur Robinson a n d
Robert Jordan. both of Phil.
adelphia and Peter Leven-
tritt and Victor Mitchell.
PEACE OF MIND
qet Puutva "Mat Eteaa
REV. F.D. MOORE 306W. 7th PEORIA ILL. 61605
Customers are buying and
Saving more at.
ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
23IS Lamer Ave. Ph. 3214577
• Ultra Sheen-Hair Strews
• Everything in beauty supplier







Denim . . . big fashion news for Spring bringing in tempting
ideas and looks brand new on the scene. Watch for denim this
Spring and Summer as it will be seen in sportswear, daytime and
even elaborate evening materials take on the look of denim.
It all began When the top Paris designer used denim in his
boutique collection .. . then America's most famous skirt de-
signer made a high fashion hit with denim midi skirts. Denim
reached a new high when a denim coat lined with sable made
the scene in a prestigious speciality store in New York. Now de-
nim is dynamite!
In sportswear denim is seen in separates, coordinates, play-
wear, over-alls. Bigger than ever the teens will favor
Jeans . . . in all types of denim, in solids, stripes, prints,
also in knits, corduroy, even panne velvet, Flared or .straight,
jeans feature belted waistlines, no band waistlines, button fly,
gob double-buttoned closings. T-shirts, knit tops and shirts in •
prints and patchwork design is another big hit, especially to
Wear with jeans. Denim goes to town in citified skirts, jackets,
all-weather toats, and daytime dresses.
New looks for skirts this Spring and Summer are wraps, kilt
wraps, button-front, pleats of all kinds, the jearvstyled skirt, the
slimmed-down "A-Minus Width." Corning up strong is the dirndl
skirt, reflecting the new softer trend.
Cover dresses this Spring with coats in new Spring fabrics. The
length for Spring is still longer, but some shorter lengths will
still be seen.
So let's welcome Spring '71 with all its softness and color!
•
college; Mrs. Selma L. Smith. and Mrs, Thelma Davidson, chairman edw•
fashions. Seated from left are Mrs. Linnie Johnson, Miss Maggie Newsom=
Mrs. Dorothy Williams, Mrs. Howard, mother of Miss Knight; Mrs. SusiC
Hightower, Mrs. Mable Winfrey, chairman of models; Mrs. Lucille Gistirf
Mrs. Foster l„ Johnson, Mrs. Boland Powell an. Mrs. Susie Currie, reporter.
Soror Lucille Gist was the hostess for this affair at the Albert Pick Motel,„;,
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795 595 Afro Curly
1995 -4
 - , 
BANK AMERICARD LAY- A- WAY MASTER CHARGE
,
Expert Styling 350 ,
14 North Mainomm.,1\11;,, 527-3619 
• downtown • union avenue • whitehaven
Jlashlon specialists
in sizes 18 to 60
and 161/2 10 32½





double knit vest 316




waist 32 to 40
• easy-careAraVellers
• all polyester knit pants, skirt,
vest
• brightly printed overblouse
• navy or light blue
, Mail orders: plesse add
754 postage and seas tax
*purer:ware In your aria.
a±112)11..n.
STOUT SHOPPE
downtown • 64 so. main • 527-6436
union ave. • 1992 union • 274-2065
whitehaven • 4279 hwy. 51 so. • 396-0064
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Two black state lawmakers in
New York, Waldaba Stewart a n d
Vander L. Beatty, have introduced
a constitutional amendment in the
state legislature to legalize the num-
bers game "under community con-
trol."
A former candidate for gover-
nor of New York, Howard Samuels,
who now heads the New York City
Offtrack Betting Corporation, seems
to share the views of the black law-
makers. On the question of legalizing the popular num-
bers game, he is quoted as follows:
"Even when you lose, you win— the money goes
to tbe public good. It is better to give to the city
te benefit the general public than to the bookmaker
and to organized crime, to shylocks, enforcers, dope
peddlers and to the corruption of our public officials."
This is an old issue but whenever it is raised,
fireworks follow. The religious leadership, except those
Catholics who love bingo, usually works itself into a
self-righteous frenzy. It goes without saying, of course,
that there are two sides, or even more, to this issue
There is one new factor in the social equation today
that may have decisive influence among this new gen-
eration of blacks. This is the concept of "community
eentrol" which crops up in all discussions of education,
of law enforcement, and the other concerns of the
black community.
Two or three decades ago the black capitalist-
with the fattest cash balances, in most of the ghettos
across the country were the so-called "number bank-
ers " Some of these capitalists invested in legitimate
businesses.
It was no secret that they operated with the con-
sent of the politicians and the police authorities. The
bribes paid on a regular basis to the authorities gave
them a license to do business.
Gambling probes and grand jury investigations,
state and federal, were occasionally invoked and some
of the black kingpins and a few politicians and police
officials were sent to jail.
Little by little in city after city across the nation,
the black numbers bankers were cut down and their
"license" to operate revoked. The disappearance of
these wealthy black numbers bankers is now almost
complete. They have gone hut the numbers game is
still with us.
In New York City al, it is estimated that a total
ranging from $250 million to Sl.5 billion is wagered on
the numbers game in the black and Puerto Rican
communities each year.
The charge Is made now that the profits from
this lucrative racket no longer stay in the black com-
munity and the so-called bankers are not black.
More importantly, perhaps, is the frequently voic-
ed conviction that there is no way on earth to stop
the citizens from gambling. In no city •in America
have the authorities been able to put a permanent
stop to the numbers game.
Whatever you might consider the most moral posi-
tion on the question of gambling, the realities of life
have to be faced sooner or later. It is one thing to
deplore a situation but it is quite another to do some-
thing about it.
It has been said that everytime you pass a new
law, you automatically make a new set of criminals.
Our jails are full of blacks who have been trapped
by laws which have proven ineffective a n d un-
workable. The great experiment in prohibition is the
classic example of a law that could not be made to
work. Yet before it was repealed many a citizen was
jailed and ruined by the attempts to enforce it.
Historically crooked cops have waxed fat by shak-
ing down black petty criminals. The illegal numbers
game has been and remains today a prime source of
official corruption. Moreover the big profits from the
game now go to the white bosses of organized crime
and nothing comes back to the black community.
If it is agreed that this petty gambling cannot
be stopped. The time has come to legalize it and con-
trol it for the best interests of the communities that
support it.
It is ironic that in this capitalist society it is a
rare black citizen who can get his hands on any











Your Civil Defense Office
urges you to plan now
for your place of Shelter
when a tornado warning
is announced. • select the
shelter you believe will af-
ford you the best protec•
tion. If you have children,
instruct them on proce-
dures to be taken. Have
several practice drills to
familiarize your family
with procedures.
When a tornado approach-
es, your immediate action
may mean life or death.
Here are some actions that
should be taken:
In homes, open some
windows to equalize inside
and outside air pressure
(but stay away front them):
take shelter in a basement,
if available; or under a
heavy piece of furniture
in the center area of the
house on the lowest floor.
In schools, move quick-
ly (following advance
plans) to shelter areas or
to an interior hallway on
the lowest floor.
In office buildings, go
to the basement, if avail-
able; or to an interior
hallway o n t he lowest
floor.
In factories, move quick-
ly (folio wing advance
plans) to shelter areas.
In open country, mi,:
away from the tornade -
path at a right angle. Ii
there is no lime, lie ILO
In the nearest depress:• •
with your hands
Your head. Be alert for
flash floods.
During a severe thunder-
storm or tornado watch,
listen for radio and tele-
vision broadcasts of latest
weather bureau bulletins
'The Civil Defense warn-
ing sirens will be sounded
when the national weather
service (Memphis) advises
that Memphis is in the
path of a tornado. A stew'
siren sound from three
five m i flutes means
tornado is imminent al.,
you should seek shelter
immediately.
Civil Defense has licens-
ed fallout shelters that
are for radioactive fallout
only. They will protect
you from fallout bW m.:
be hazardous or a dc,:
trap in a tornado.
Civil Defense has no
jurisdiction over th ese
shelters unless there is
a nuclear situation. These
shelters can be used for a
tornado only with the con-
sent of the owner.
CONTESTANTS IN THE "MISS RHOMANIA" contest
sponsored by sigma Gamma Rho Sorority for 1971 are seat-
ed from lac Sherelyn Scott, Gail Barnett and Queen Es-
ther Brittmon. Standing, from left, are Julep Whitaker,
Central senior wins
coveted scholarship
Wanda Terrell, 17; is a
brilliant teenager who is
living up to a heritage of
family brilliance.
Miss Terrell is one of the
six young black Memphians
vho has won one of the
nationally sought scholar-
ship, of the N ational
Achievement Program. She
is among the 350 black
high school students over
the nation to receive one
of the awards.
The Kimberly-Clark corn.
and other nationally known
concerns sponsor and fi-
nance the ac hievement
scholarship program which
is one of the phases of
the widelv-acclaimed Na-
tional 51 e rit Scholarship
program.
Miss Terrell is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Terrell, 257 Fields ave. She
is a senior Central
high school, where h e r
major academic interests
are in science, particular-
ly biology.
She envisions a career
in the field of biology. At
Central she is active in the
Political Science Club, the
school chorus, the Chemis-
IPeople,
try-Physics Club, the Honor
Society, a n d the Chas
Jester Chapter of the Na-
tional Honor Society. Miss
Terrell is secretary of the
Central chapter.
She is pianist for the
Cummings Street Baptist
church, is program director
for the City Youth Fellow-
ship, and serves as organist
for the Castalia Baptist
church choir. She has not
decided on what college,
she will attend upon grad-I
uating from Central this
year, with the four-figure
scholarship she won in the
national achievement prom.
She took and passed the
strenuous tests for the pro-
gram last year. She was
named as one of the win-,
tiers this year.
Miss Terrell has prece-
dents for the brilliance she
has shown in high school.
Her oldest sister, Mrs.
Inez Boyd, is an experienc-
ed teacher at Carver high
school. Another sister, Miss
Brenda Terrell, is a junior
at the University of Ten-
nessee at Knoxville. Her
father is a noted LeMoyme-
college athlete and grad-




teacher from White Station
high school was recently
named director of the Edu-
cation School Assistance Pro-
gram for the Memphis City
Schools.
McClarem 46, specialized
in English and Business Ad-
ministration while in college.
He is orignally from Tren-
ton, Tenn.
He has worked with t h e
federally funded evening
school. This is the only other
previous contact he has
made with a federal pro-
gram
Educational School Assist-
ance Program or ESAP will
attempt to ease the terminal
phase of desegregation for
the city school system. There
will be various programs in-
eluded it: the ESAP package
such as a community infor-
mation program, multi-ethnic
vans and an intensive volun-
teer program.
• * •
area for his work with
local black church choirs.
Her mother, is a beauty
salon owner and a leader
in local circles of profes-
sional beau ticians. Her
sister, Brenda, was a fi-
nalist in the National
Achievement Program, se-
veral years ago.
In the Terrell family




Five students from the
Memphis area were named
to the dean's list for the Fall
semester at Stillman College'
in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
They are Imogene Bolden,'
who had a perfect 3.0 grade
point average, Naamon John-
son, Rose Rita Parker, and
Gwendolyn Staples, all sen-
iors: and Carolyn , Cain. a
freshm an.
Stillman, 8 liberal arts
college, was founded in 1876
by the Presbyterian Church.
U. S. It offers bachelor of





L. Harris, 20, niece of Mrs.
Mary Mike! 1652 Carpen-










A free expensive I-lurnan Hair Wig
delivered to each hew customer.
Write for details.




graduated from the Tongue
Point Women's Job Corps
Center a ft er completing
a course in Food Services.
Miss Harris will transfer
to Worcester, Mass, where
the Job Corps provides on-
the-job t r a ining through
a contract with the JCYW
She has been a trainee
at the Astoria center since
Aug. 1 9 , 1 970. Tongue
Point, which is operated
by the University of Oregon
under a c o ntract with
the Manpower Administra-
tion of the U.S. Department
of Labor, with the Phileo-
Ford Corp. presenting voca-
tional t r aining as sub
contractor, has a current
enrollment of 730.
:EARN SPARE TIME CASH
Sill NetIonally Allyortised Horns
Product. Good Commission. For
full details and free Salef kit, Send
name and address to,
W.T. Taylor
16165, Parkway E
O r call 275-0435
Ruby Seifert b, Emily Holly, Sharon Hogan, Cattle
Smith, Caron Keys, and inset, Regina Diane Watkins. '
shown are Janice Walker, Doris Thomas, Sandra Colley—




of Omega Psi Phi Frater-
nity will present its third
annual Miss Magnifique
Pageant on March 28.
from 5 to 9 p.m. sat the
Showcase on Park Avenue.
For., -the past two years,
proceeds have been used
to help the Omegas with
their scholarship ,fund and
to give financial support
to the Glennview YMCA.
This year the proceeds
will be used for a scholar-
ship to the young lady who
is -Miss Magnifique." "Miss
Magnifique" is chos en
by a panel of judges based
on c h arm, talent, and
bea lily.
Tickets for the affair
are $2.50 for adults and Si
for children 12 years and
under. They may be par.
chased from any member
of Omega Psi Phi and
Que-Ettes Auxiliary airing
with the young ladies wtio
are participants.
Mrs. Gloria Venson is
president of the Que-Ettel,






1232 E.-SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAvENI EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 2tIVA';,. CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be stile to save youi Cash Register Receipts.
SF 000 pet week available for your Savants harity!
Fresh ground HAMBURGER
WESSON PURE 2 Limit
24 oz. Btl.
Vegetable Oil 49c
31b. pkg. or more
lb. 594P
fir'ece
Prices In the ad e'te, tive noonMarch10th midnight thru
March 16th V reserve the rigOt to limn duantales. Nina
sold to dealeis.
HUNTS








first cut Lb. 2140
cent, cut Lb. 35,
MOTHER'S BEST
Meal SIR iSieg 51b. Rag. 450.
NEW MONTESI
Bread Round Top 49020 or. Loaf
WHITE HOUSE . 2-Limit
Apple Juice at.230
Fred Monies' Country Style
Pork
Sausage
2 lb bag. 73,
NEW ALPO CHICKEN & LIVER
Dog Food 15 V, oz. 2/490
KREY SPAGETTI &











CHEF BOY AR DEE
Pizza Cheese 
15 3/8 01. 490
Box
ADAMS FROZEN FLORIDA 3- Limit
ConcentrateOrange Juice  am 312 oz. iG





10 Lb. Pail 2.75
SCOTTIES FACIAL WHITE Assorted or Calyspso
Tissue 200 ct. Pkg. 27,
LIBBY'S
FAMILY SIZE
FRED MONTESI GRADE "A" MEDIUM
Eggs 3-Doz. 1.0CI
26 oz. Btl. Ham. COLLEGE INN EGG NOODLES WI
Catsup 290











Hen Giant Size Detergent.
Turkeys




V40.0 TIDE 49oz. 119t
u FRED MONTESI 47oz. 54
Tide 49 oz. 35,
Fab 49 oz. 1940
Fred Montesi 47 oz. 50
With this coupon and 6.00 additional pur-
chase excluding value of coupon metchan-
clite (fresh milk products .nil-Fnatla and
tobacco excluded In compliance with state
'awl. Coupon Expires Wed. Noon March 17th
1971.
11
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's an Old R)resirr Sports horizon
4, kind of day.
Enjoy the good taste
of this great
Kentucky Bourbon
At 86 or 100 proof
'There is nothing better in the market:'
15f Vyr tdR.
By BILL untie
It is true that the Mem-
; phis-State-Loutsville game
' came on the eve of the big
Heavyweight Championship
Fight between Mohammed
Ali and Joe Frazier and the
important MVC battle was
being held M the home of
the Louisville Lip. However,
Coach Gene Bartow would
have gives his right arm for
the game to follow a cage
script.
Fred Horton, who seem to
reach a boiling point at the
end of cage campaigns, was
victimized by an unfortunate
incident which his intoler-
ance wouldn't allow him to
cope' with. It appeared that
the thing both officials and
coaches fear the most hap-
pened. That is that a player
might retaliate but the of-
ficial might see only the re-
taliatory act and thusly
penalized only one of the
guilty parties.
Mike Lawhon admitted
that he made contact with
Horton after some heated
. exchanges coming down the
floor. When Horton grabbed
a chair to highlight the fight
which developed between
several opposing players
I.awhon took off with Horton
in hot pursuit. Luckily for
Horton and Lawhon Mem-
phis State assistant Wayne
Yates was able to collar Hor-
ton. Yates received a minor
cut in the face. Horton was
charged with a flagrant
technical foul and banished
from Freedom Hall.
The game was just 11:36
into the first half when the
flare-up occurred. Lawhon
was in the game as a sub-
stitute because the officials
were calling it close to keep
the game from getting out of
hand. Louisville went on to
hand Memphis State a 102-73
defeat and knocked the
Tigers/out of a share of the
MVC crown. The Tigers
finished with an 18-8 record
and 8-6 in the Valley which
tied them for fourth with
Tulsa. The Cardinals are in
a playoff this week with
Drake and St. Louis to decide
the MVC's representative in
the NCAA. MSU still had
hopes for being invited to
the NIT but the' Tigers chan-
ces are slim at best.
PROS CINCH THIRD
Although t h e Memphis
Pros can't finish any higher
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Division nor are they apt to
finish -any lower, Coach Babe
McCarthy looks upon his
club's remaining regular
season games as being
especially meaningful.
"You could say that we'll
be showing what we're made
of in these final game's,"
said the veteran coach, "but
most importantly, our per-
formance from here on out
will likely regulate our mo-
mentum going into the play-
offs."
Following a Wednesday
night visit to Indiana, the
Pros will have 10 games re-
maining on their regular sea-
son docket.
Since four of their final
six games will be in the Mid-
South Coliseum, the Pros will
have a definite homecourt
advantage in the event they.
have to finish strong to nail
down a third place finish.
"We haven't been playing
well lately and the only way
I can explain it is the players
all know they can't go up or
down in the standings, "Mc-
Carthy said. Glen Combs
threw up a last second des-
peration basket to beat the
Pros last Sunday in Salt
Lake City as Utah edged
Memphis 108406. Utah gain-
ed possession and Combs let
the three pointer go at the
buzzer.
The Pros are hoping for
continued success at the gate
in their final four games it
the' Coliseum. The team
is bearing down on an all-
time franchise record for at-
tendance in one season. The
old record was a 2.827
average in 1968-69 when the
team was in New Orleans.
In 38 games to date at home
the Pros have averaged 2,-
924. and 4,273 since Jan. 1
Church opens
The pre-opening service,
for the Friendly Baptist
church. 40 S. Parkway
East, will be held on Sun-
day, March 14, at 9:30
a.m.
The Rev. George Mat-
thews Jr., is minister and
founder of the' church.
Classified Ads
Male Help Wonted
Chemical Plant laborer Opening •P-
Plleants must be willing to work rotat-
ing Mitt, lilt truck experience desired
Apply at 1285 Popo at. weekdays 8:30
am, to 3,30
An Equal Opportunity Employer
NEED A HOUSE
3 bedroom, I', bath paneled den.
central sir, double carport. Several
others to choose from. Equity or new
loan. Call Don ehirley 396-9955 or
396-4023.
Haywood Watts Realty in.
For Sale
Chest type freezer. and a gas range
move. 125.00 for th. freezer 15000
for the.stove. Call 278-5583
For Rent
Erick Store Corner of Danny Themes
& Georgia. Size 25 it 35. Good for
Lounge or pool. room call 458-0560
4543 Red Rock Cove
In Preetige Westwood Hills
3 Br. Brick - Like New
b, I. kItchen-Dr.-LIving R.-Den
carpet, carport - Reason. Equity-Notes
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APPLIANCE CO.
L. I. GATLIN R. G. KINKLI L. E. GATLIN JR.
• 3431 SUMMER  324-4406
• 5237 POP1Alt  682-1661
• 311$ THOMAS (HWY. 51 N.) 358-4585
• 2574 LAMAlt  743-5370
• 4255 NWT. 31 SOUTH  396-0995
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as Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
a snap • Super-Surga wash-
ing action—needs little or no
pre-rinsing II 4 Cycles—in-
cluding Plate Warmer.
$15995
WASHER i , Frigidaire bap festers: lift-
'1W' ett deer, big storage drawer
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fresh or frozen milk
Products and in addi-
tion to any other our-
alas., requirements.
Good thru Tues., March
































With this coupon and
WOO additional pur-
chase, excluding to-
bacco and fresh or
frozen milk products.
Good thru Tuesday,
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